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EASY OUTLI E 
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( 01dh WaJes Uiners' Federation ) 
PUBLI HED BY THE PLEB 
LEAGUE, 176 SPRINGVAL 
RD., SHEFFIELD, P INTED 
BY FOX.] "E ...,. CO., KEMP 
HALL PRE . OXFORD. 1919. 
APOLOGIA. 
Tms is not THE Plebs' text-book on Economics. It 
is merely the sub tratum ot an ambitious dream. A 
series of articles I wrote for the Plebs in 1 9,~ dealing 
with some controversial aspects of Marxian Ee n mies, 
caused certain of my fri nds and the Pl bs League to 
urge me to re-shape tbem into a text-book for the use 
of~our classes. In a rash moment I yielded to per-
suasion, and, as a consequence, have b en enabled to 
read Dante's Inferno with much greater understanding 
tnan formerly. However, I have attempk<l the task. 
I have failed. If any one of my reader:. should be 
anxious to console me, I will concede thjs to him-that 
one of the factors of my failure has been lack of time. 
To have accomplished even this fragment while carrying 
on the work of a Miners' Agent in these trou blous times 
at least calls for the expenditure of some energy and 
" midnight oil." There are now, thanks t the Plebs 
and the C.L.C., many more students of Marxian Econo-
mics than there were in 1909. I am looking forward 
to the text-book that shall be written by one of them. 
Meanwhile, I offer this as a temporary stop-gap . ••• 
To the intending writer, who has my wannest good 
wishes, one word of advice. Don't forget, a_ I did, the 
old scriptural warning to the effect that it is a di.53.strous 
proceeding to patch old garments with ne\\ cloth. 
The bulk of the work of typing this book for the printer 
bas been performed by my friend J a.mes Reynolds. With-
out that assistance, and the invaluable aid of Mr. and 
Mrs. Horrabin in preparing material for the printer, etc., 
the work would have been very much delayed. I wish 
to record my thanks for their kind assistance. 
What pains me most is that the impatience with 
which this little work has been expected will be ex-
ceeded by the di ppointment at the result. The only 
.consolation I can offer is the advice contained in another 
ancient saying, the authorit · for which I cannot quote, 
but the truth of which, applied to this book, my readers 
will be able to vouch for :- " Bies ed is he that expecteth 
littl.e, for he shall not be di.·appointcd." 
NOAH ABLETT. 
January, 1919. 
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CHAPTER I. 
ECO OMICS A D EVOLU rtoN. 
ln the 20th century every system of thought which makes 
any pretence at being scientific mu t have an evolutionary 
ba.! · . Hence this first chapter show the part :\'Iarxian 
Economics plays in the whole general study of evolution. 
THE 'evidence collected by the sciences with regard to the origin and development of our planet, examined from a very general standpoint, shows 
three great epochs distinctly marked, which swn up 
the whole of knowledge. The e 'three epochs are :-
(1) From the nebulous period to the origin of 
life ; 
(2) From jthe origin of life to the beginning of 
society; 
(3) From the beginning of ociety to the pre nt 
time. 
1fhey are, respectively, the Inorganic, the Biologic, 
and the Economic or Social evolutionary periods. The 
first, and by far the longest, the Inorganic, has to do 
with tbe transformation of matter from its nebulous 
condition to the f rms of vegetable and animal life, 
whence it is clearly perceivable that the form \Vhich 
life (a mode of matter) takes, is determined by the 
material environment which creates it. This gives rise 
to the first biolOgic fact w need notice, vfa.. tha 
the form of oriranic life is shaped (by adaption) by 
material surroundings. This takes place through con-
tact. Life is differentiated or modified matter, but has 
no independent existence apart from matter. The 
egree of differentiaHon or modification is Ire trn 
measure of what we call progresc;. 
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The second period bas to do with the process of this. 
modification. From the simple cell to the evolved 
human being represents a series of steps of jncreased 
differentiation from inorganic matter. Thus the 
stomach of the amreba is in direct contact with the 
outside world, while in the higher animals the stomach 
is a differentiated organism which never has direct 
contact. The physiologi al differences between species 
of animal are accounted for by th modes in which 
th y come into conta t with nature in the struggl for 
existence. This is the pre-eminent feature which 
stamps the Biologic period with an unmistakable 
impress. 
In the third period Jhe indirection of contact with 
nature receives a line of demar ati n at once clear, 
distinct, and striking. This io: the introduction of tools. 
The best definition of man ever yet given i t t be is 
a tool-u ing (tool-making and tool-owning) animal. 
The tool pr v nts direct contact with nature, and as a 
result subordinates the biologic law physiological 
alteration. Alterations in the pbysiolog_ · of man now 
practically cease, and mind becomes the most prominent 
responding medium. The changes in the indirect con-
tact with nature now are determined by th changes in 
the tools f production ; we have arrived at the conom.ic 
and ocial period. 
ociety is not biologic-it is economic. Failure to 
notice this simple and striking fact, and it influence 
on systems of thought, is responsible for as much error 
in social science as ever phlogiston was in chemistry.• 
Let us quote, in substance, Untermann on this point. 
The division of labour among bees is responsible for the 
physiological structure of queen bees, workers, and 
drones. Each of these three types is clearly marked 
and cannot be confused. But the division of labour 
among men fails to produce the same effect in, say, 
• J. R. Macdonald's book, Socialism a11d Society, is a glaring. 
example (see Chap. X). 
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miners, weavers, and w odworkers. king may be 
effectuall disguised a a beggar, but a queen-bee 
cannot be disguised a a drone. A weav r, miner, or 
woodworker may, with a little practice, change occupa-
tion without the change being detected, but it is im-
pos ible for a drone to cbang occupation with a work r 
be . The reason for this i that whereas bees are 
modified by actual contact with nature, men interpose 
tools and are not so modified. Having cJra, n attention· 
to this important matter we shall now leave the first 
and second period and confine our attention to the 
third period, i.e., the Economic or ocial . l Let us, how-
ever, not forg t that, just as the changes in-the forms of 
matter in the inorganic period are caused by the con-
fl\ct of the chemical elements which compo ed it ; and 
just as the changes in the animal species ar caused by 
the struggle for ubsi tence, and the c n equent sur-
vival of the fittest ; o the changes in the forms of 
soci ty are caused by the truggles of social classes 
We hall n w examine the Economir period in a more 
detailed way. If we examined any system of society, 
since the introduction of private propert . we should 
find it stratifi d into certain orders or social cla ses. 
And iI w contrasted an two different terns of 
ociety we should find thi · tratification had undergone 
a change, and the social cla es would be different. 
Why does on order of ociety give way to a new order? 
What causes the change ? These questions, if they 
could be answered, would lay bare the law of motion in 
societv. Economic i the science whose work it is to 
discover thi. Jaw. Let us, however, explain more pre-
cisely v.'ha l we mean by social classes and their change. 
Every one is aware of the sy terns of slavery and serf-
dom, and that these belong to different period of time 
and forms of societv. Wherein does· the difference 
between these two consist and why did they change, 
the one for the other? When we speak of slavery or 
slaves we al o infer the exic:tence of another order or 
das , viz., slave-owners. irnilarly serfs sugge t over-
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1or<1s, etc. These -orders evidently then have reference 
to the mode of wealth prodaction. As Economics deals 
with th production of wealth the answers to these 
questions belong to that science. Another way to 
examine a system of society is to look at its super- . 
structural institutions, e.g., science, government, art, 
law, politics, etc. ow all these superstructures are 
1elations, not things. If we were asked wherein does 
primitive savagery differ from civilization, we should 
at once say in the number and character f these super-
structural institution . But if we sought the cause of 
these we should arrive at last at a difference of tools of 
production, and the changes of form of these super-
structures would be definitely connected with th change 
of tools. Thus Feudal literature, Greek art, Roman 
law, and modern science are different in proportion, 
and in strict relation to the different economic sy tems. 
But what would surprise us most would be tba the 
only material difference between savagery and civilisa-
tion that e could find would be the difference of the 
tools and their products. That is to say that the only 
real and material things that mark us off from savagery 
are--commodities. 
. . .--We have descn ed superstructures as relau ns, but 
relations cannot exh,t except on a basis of reality. 
Commodities are th only realities. Hence cience, 
politics, art, etc., are related to commodities. How are 
they related? They are all different methods of assist-
ing in the production of commodities. But there is a 
closer relation than that. Whenever a socief y changes 
from one system, e.g., sla ery, to another, ~.g., serfdom, 
the change that takes place is primarily an economic 
one. But this causes changes in all the superstructures. 
Government. a,:t, literature, ethics, etc., have to change 
and adapt themselves to th new order. The chan es 
are gradual or sudden according to necessity, the pace 
being regulated by the resistance offered by an institn.• 
tion to the new mode of production. In proportion to 
the resistance will the revolutionary forces be strong or 
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Qtherwise Thus the Reformation was quick and de· 
cisive because of the impossibility of the holidays of 
Catholicism, and the development of the growing and 
powerful capitalist class, existing together. Enough bas 
been said to show in general outline the theory of the 
movement of society. To its more detailed inner 
workings we shall proceed when dealing definitely with 
Economics. One word more on differences of social 
systems, and then we proc~ to the object of this 
book. If we examined. a geological stratum and wanted 
bi> identify it we should examine its fossils. Those that 
belonged peculiarly to it, and to no other, would de-
termine its name and location. So also in society the 
various orders such as slavery, etc., show, j11st a 
exactly and precisely, the particular economic system to 
w.hicb it belongs. Hence we see that although society 
appears chaotic, it is in reality governed by law. These 
laws of social growth and change, which the genius of 
Karl 1ar.x formulated, provide the " Open Sesame " 
to this otherwise chaotic mixture for the earnest and 
diligent student of Economics. 
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CHAPTER II. 
COMMODITIBS AND VALUE. 
A COMMODJTY may be defined as an article or service produced by human eMrgy for the purpose of exchange. The analysis of commodities, and 
the social relations they give rise to, form the whole 
subject-matter of economic science. It is therefore of 
great importance that the student memorises and studies 
the above definition. It is not enough that an article 
should be produced by human energy to become a com-
modity. It must in addition be produced for a pecific 
purpose- the purpose of exchange. Furthermore, 
fore it has completed its functions as a commodity, 
it must be exchanged. In the process of exchange there 
must be two persons y A and B-who own commo-
dities. Thu then, ownership, private or individual, is 
implied, as a pre-requisite for the exchange of commodi-
ties. A own a commodity that be doesn 't require for 
hi own use, whereas he is in need of the commodity 
owned by B. Conversely, B has no use for his own 
commodity, but is in need of the commodity owned by 
A. Here, then, are the necessary conditions for an 
exchang of commodities. 
Are th conditions alwa sand at all tiin present ? 
No. There have been communities where private 
ownership was not recognised, and did not exist. In 
such a society there could be no commodities. In all 
societies previous to the present capitali t !?Oci ty, onl 
a small, but perhap increasing, fraction of good pro-
duced were produced for the purpose of exchange. So 
that in these societi s tht' normal condition would be 
that goods wer n0t commoditi . In ur own day of 
full fledged capitalism only a very in ignificant frac-
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tion of goods produced are not commodities. This 
definition of corwnoditie , then, has a historic as well a~ 
an economic significanc . Thi is very important, a 
we must never forget, in our study of Economic , that 
wbil we are concerned with the present, th pr nt i 
a continuation of, or has evolved from, the past. 
Commodities, then, are th typical and almost exclusive 
products of capitalism. . s Marx puts it ; " The wealth. 
of those societies in which th capitalist mode of pro-
duction prevails presents itself as an immense accumula 
tion of commodities, i unit being a ingle commodity. 
Our investigation must therefor egin with th analysis 
of a c.ommodity." 
Use-value and EJ:change-value.-Th first noticeable 
feature in the analysis of a commodity is that it is a 
compound of two values. Thus a chair has a valu in 
its use, or its use-value. That is, it is useful for the 
purpose of itting upon. On the other hand, it has a 
value in exchange, or an exchang value. That is, it 
can be exchanged for, say, a fountain pen, a watch, etc. 
Of these two values Economic cience i roainJy con-
cerned with exchange-value. Why? Because the use-
value of a commodity ha no bearing on it. exchange 
value. Economics is concerned with u e-value onl in 
so far as it is present in a cmmnodiiy, and that fact must 
alw ys b pr urned becau e an article cannot become 
a commodity unless it contains u e-value. But the 
investigation of use-value i a qu stion of chemical pro-
perties, or general attributes f an object. Its estima-
tion is often a matter of individual taste or fancy. The 
main object in the production of commoditi is not to 
produce use-values. It is--to produc exchangc-valu s. 
The capital ubscribed to the coal-mining industry i not 
subscribed for the purpo e of extra ting coal from the 
earth, or because coal has a n -valu in the production 
f team, tc. The coal-owner does not want the coal ; 
d only wants other p opl to want it ; p pl who are 
prepared to give other commodities, th po session of 
which will make the coal-owner rich in exchang for 
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the coal. To-da there may be a great flow of capital 
into the brewing industry; to-morrow it may be used 
for the production of Bibles to the heathen; at one 
time it may be ubscribed for building a railway to pr 
motn progress in ome uncivilized region; at anoth r 
it may be used f r producing guns to blow to pieces the 
unciviJized natives who perhaps object to be civilized 
by means of the railway . 
.. ,. we have the spectacle of world engaged in tile 
production of commoditie which an~ to their owners 
non-use-values. Indeed it would be easy to show that 
millions of tons of commodities have been deliberately 
destroyed rather than that their use-values should be 
appropriated at too low a price. In times when there 
is what is termed a " glut " in the market, these hap-
pening are fairly frequent, as anyone may discover 
who cares to inquire. Apart altogether from this, it 
hould be fairly obvious that in a societ based on the 
exchang of c mmodities. where the whole purpose of 
production is exchange, the investigation of use-v tue 
is irrelevant in a discussion where the principles regulat-
ing exchange-value i in que: tion. Therefore, whenever 
the tcnn Value is used in this book it is value in exchange 
that is referred to. 
What is ~change Value ?-Many writers of Classical 
Political Economy- as distinct from modem orthodox 
economi ts, called by Marx "Vulgar Economists," for 
reasons we shall de cribe later- have indicated more or 
les clearly theories of exchange-value based on L'tbour. 
brief history of the more important of these is given 
in the next chapter. But the .Marxian theory of Value 
differs from all these theories because it is based oo 
SOCI L L BOUR. Let u examine this question of 
Value very carefully, because upon it is based the whole 
structure of Economic Science. 
What is the question ? The question is-What · 
the principle, in the exchange of commodities, that 
determines what proportion of a given commodity. hall 
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be given in exchange for other commodities.? Marx 
gives the following definition of this principle-" The 
value of one commodity is to the value of any other as 
the labour-time necessary for the production of the one 
is to that necessary for the production of the other." 
The word " necessary " in the definition abov i of great 
importance, and Marx elsewhere calls it" Socially neces-
sary," and defines it as follows:- " The labour-ti.me-
socially necessary is that required to produ e an articl 
under the normal conditions of production, and with 
the average degree of kill and intensity pr valent at 
the time." He gives an illustration of this by pointing 
out that when the power-loom was introduced into 
England the labour necessary to wea e a certain quan-
tity of yam into cloth was reduced by one-half. Those 
who still used the old hand-loom took twice the time to 
produce the work done by the po\ er-loom weavers. 
But on the market the price of cloth was reduced by 
one-half, thus showing that as the time SOCIALLY 
NECESSARY to produce cloth had fallen , so the 
exchang -value had fallen, and consequently the pric . 
o the labour-time socially necessary is not measured 
by the work of any individual. but by " the nom1al 
conditions of production, and ... the average'.dcgree-
of skill and intensity prevalent at the time." 
Production then appears in the; hape of vast a.rmies 
of workmen engaged in all the different industries 
transforming nature int c mmodities. The commo-
dities bear in·thcmselv s the human energy transferred 
from the bodies and brains of the workers. They appear 
on the market to be exchanged th one for the other. 
To exchange one thing for another is to equali both. 
W'hat i it that makes them equal ? ay the one is a 
chair and the other a watch. The were both, as raw 
material, of a very different character. That they were 
exchanged on the market proves that they possessed 
something that was common to both, howe er different 
they looked. What was it? They were the embodi-
ment of a common human energy. But did the 
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.contain equal quantities of human energy ? Yes, 
according to the law of the market which measured 
them as products of the " normal conditions of pro-
-Ouction (containing) t he average degree of skill and 
intensity prevalent at the time." 
The " normal " condition of industry, paradoxical as 
it may sound, constantly varies, otherwise we should 
become a stagnant in tead of a progressive society, but 
at any given time, through competition. ·the values of 
commodities are measured according- to the social labour 
contained in them. This is one of the great discoveries 
of Marx-one which had previousl eluded all efforts 
of the economists, and, as we shall see in future chapters, 
of enormous significance. 1 • 
Wealth, Value, and Labour.-Wealth must not be 
confused with value. Value, as we have seen, is human 
energy, or ocial Labour. But wealth is merely the 
material upon which human energy is expended. Thu 
' coal in the bowel of the earth, timber in virgin forests, 
etc., is wealth. But before this wealth is tran formed 
into values, social labour must come into contact with 
it, and only in the proportion that that labour has been 
engaged in it transformation i.uto comm dities does 
wealth become value. se-values of all klnds are 
wealth. Thus air is a use-value and is al o wealth, but 
when social labour come. in contact with it and rom-
pres e it for the purpos of indu,.try. it th n becomes 
compressed air-a commodity and an exchange-valu . 
When social labour i. properly under tood, a in the 
foregoing, social labour i. value, and value is social 
labour. They are two names for the same thing. The 
absurdity of the old question tha t puzzled :ill the econo-
mists, the question, What i the value of labour, be-
comes apparent. They went wrong because they w re 
trying to answer the wrong question . W shall deal 
with the right question and the right answer later. 
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CH PTER II l. 
E OLU110N JN F ONoiuc • 
TU T a , in the stud of Biology, commencement is made with a cell, o in the tudy of Economics ' e commence with a commodjty- because it i the 
urut, the multiplication of which comprise the whole 
wealth of society. In order to explain the exchange 
of commodities a tbeor of value mw;t be worked out 
as a basis from which the other relations which the 
exchange of r mm0dities gives ri~e to can be ·plained. 
Hence, in a logical sy. tem of Economics, wh<.'n once 
ou hav tated the theorv of valu all other conclusi ns 
can be dedur d. So in gi'Ying the following brief <:.ketch 
of the hi tory of the development of Economic the 
difference between them ca11 best be ~hown by e:rnmining 
the difference in their 1:deas a• to ;ialue. 
R ughly peaking. ther have been six chools of 
thought in the province of Econumi s, viz. :--(1) Anci nt, 
{2) forcant:ile, (3) Classic, (4) Physio rat.ic, (5) Marxian, 
(6) Utilit . One of the great discoveries of Marx. a 
di cover,; which completely re,·olutioni7. d the tudy 
of hi torv, i · hat Id ·1 , Theori , and tem of 
Thought · come, not from the cloud , but · from the 
material conditions of the period in which they ari e. 
" The mode of production in material life determines 
th general character of the social, political, and piritual 
pr c s e of lif . " 1 herefore in examining the variou 
school of thought in the development of econ mic 
cience, we have also added a note giving the broad 
features of the economic conditions of the period us an 
illustration of this di">covery. 
1. The Ancient School.- Grecian Period.-The chief 
e ·ponent of this chool was Aristotle. Other writers 
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were Zenophon and Plato, whose ideas, however, would 
now be described as speculative ethics. They bear a 
close relation to what is now taught in the University 
under the euphonious titles of Political Philosophy, 
Political Science, and som times privatcl and con· 
fidentially described as ociology. Aristotle was 
conversant with the difference between the use-value 
and exchange-value of goods. " Of everything we 
possess there are two uses : one the proper and the other 
improper, or secondary, use of it. For example, a shoe 
is used for wear, and is used for exchange; both are 
uses of the shoe. . . . The same may be said of all 
possessions." "' The s cond great merit of Aristotle was 
to point out that exchange implies equalit : " 5 beds 
equal 1 house is not to be distinguished from 5 beds 
equal c;o much money." Again: "Exchange cannot 
take place without equality and equality without com-
mensurability." If Aristotle had been asked why 5 
beds are commen~urable with 1 house h would have 
been unable to answer correctly. It is of interest to 
us to know why h could not do s . E ery scientific 
school since his time agrees that the answer is-lmman 
labour. Aristotle failed in this direction because " Greek 
society was founded upon slavery, and had therefore for 
its natural basis the inequality of m n and their labour 
powers. The secret of the exp1ession of value, namely, 
that all kinds of labour are equal and equivalent, because 
and so far as, they are human labour in general, cannot 
be deciphered, until the notion of human equality has 
already acquired the fixity of a popular prejudice. 
This, however, is possible only in a society in which 
the great mass of the produce of labour takes the form 
of commodities, in which, consequently, the dominant 
relation between man and man, is that of owners uf 
commodities," • • i.e., modern capitalist society. 
• Jowett's translatiou of ristotle, Vol. I., p . 15. Quoter! by 
Marx. 
•• Mar:.x, Capital, Vol. I.. p. 29. 
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Ari totle's genius plumbed th v ry depths f the 
· ty of hll. time : a.nd hdor any further pr gress 
cou1d b mad in econ mic th or the condition~ of 
production had to e rhangcd. 
Pnvailing Economic Conditio1t.s.-Labour was per-
formed by laves, the art f g verrunent being practised 
by the republi an citizens. ristotle thought that 
slaves were naturally made to work and that they did 
not, like citizens, posses soul . 
2. The Mercantile School.- Period: 12th to 16th 
Century.- There i no great r presentative of this chool, 
and the literatur of the period is too cant_, and itl-
preserved to quot definite , 1thors. Perhaps the 
opinions of thi ch ol werr best e pres·ed by 1obn 
Locke, who borrowed most of hi i<l~s to attack tlu: 
Classic school which existed in his time (about 1 ). 
The two main conce ts of the Mercantile school 
were :-(a) That profit is mad by exchange. This wa 
a steµ back from _ ristotle. (b) That nations and indi· 
viduals pro per, or otherwise, in proportion as they 
possess hoard of the precious metals {gold and ilver) . 
Each nation should, therefore, onlv sell commodities 
and.retain the money they get in xchange. 
Pre11ailing Economic Conditions.-Clo of the I ng 
5lumbering period of Feudalism. Production was for 
local con umption--called producti n for u e-but there 
wa already a growing . urplus which a ri ing merchant 
clas distributed to forei~n countrie . As thi grew 
the merchant cla became more powerful, the chief 
form of capital being mean of transportatinn, e.g., ships, 
caravans, e c., called merchant · ' capit . these 
merchant h came wea lthy without t ·ng part in pro-
duction, it wa. natural that th v hould think that 
profit wer made by excl ng ·It as al o a. n~ -
quence of the foreign trade of these merchant. that the 
old mean f exchange {payment in kind) should give 
way t paymen in the precious m tals. Paym nt in 
kind is obviously un uited for foreign trad . For the 
• 
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first time gold and silver are extensively u ed in ex-
change. What more natural than that the qualities 
of money, in metal, forming an enduring and universal 
equivalent, should appeal to them as being some inherent 
and mysterious virtue of the metals themselves ? 
What more natural than their desire to hoard it, both 
individually and nationally? Hence we find their 
conceptions of Economic fit in with the prevailing 
economic conditions. 
3. Classic School.- Period: 1660 to 1832.-Chief 
representatives-Sir \\ . Petty, · dam mith, and 
D. Ricardo. Petty, in his book Political Arithmetic 
(J 699)-significantly enough recentl republished by 
Cambridge Universit Pres - not only re-affirms in 
clearer form Aristotle' views on exchange implying 
equality, but declares that equal lab ur is th mmon 
measure of all c mmoditi . " Equal labour," how-
ver, in his analy is, umes the fonn of " special 
labour " devoted to the production of gold and silver. 
The measure of yalue for him is determined by " gold 
labour." He attack · the misconception of the Mer-
cantile hool on money in hi remarkabl pregnant and 
bumorou st le. He · y : " Monev i hut the fat of 
the Body Politic, whereof too much· doth often hinder 
it agility, a too littl mak it i k . . . a fat lubri-
cat the motion of th mu cl , f ds in want of 
vi tual , fills up the unev n cavities and beautifie the 
bod y : so doth money in the tate quicken it action, 
feed from abroad in time of dearth at home : evens 
account . .. and beautifi th whol although mor~ 
esp cially tbe particular person that have it in plent ." 
Vile have not spac to d 1 with Petty's many remark· 
able merits. Marx desrribe hin1 as th father of 
modern Economics. and as being of more importance 
than Adam Smith. The lat ter (a ut 1770) declared 
the division of labour to be the only source f use-value. 
He did eoman rvice in breaking up the Mercantile 
chool. n value-t quote Marx- " Tu ure Adam 
detennines the value of a commodity b\" the labour 
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contained in it , but relegates the actual principle to pre-
Adamic times.'' He was never clear even a to his own 
theory of value, sometimes in important places con-
fusing even his pre-Adamic theory hy stating that the-
value of labour (he meant wages), was the value of 
commodities, which two things clearly belong to-
different categories. When dealing with the developed 
relations of capitalism (wage-labour, rent, etc.), be 
forgets his own theory. His great failing, which is also 
true of the whole Classic school, is that be does not p«-
ceive that the "special labours" being exchanged for 
each other on the market are thereb equalL..00. in 
ab tract social lab ur. H is best known for bis in-
vestigations into the division of labour, which, however, 
had been done on a grander scale by Petty. Ricazdo. 
(181 ) while believing capitalism to be eternal, was its 
great scientific spokesman. He realized with $!'eat 
clearness the labour theory of value. ot conceiving 
the true position of labour-power h was unable to show 
why labour-power was not of the ame value as the 
commodity produced by it. This was one of the chief 
reason for the decay of the Ricardian th ori . The 
"topian Socialists of this period, wen, Bray, etc., 
deduced that labour- wer was f the same value as 
the commodity it produced ; this contributed to its 
breakdown. Ricard did great servic in showing that 
rent was a capitalist category. but could not com-
pletely discard the illusion that rent cc m from the 
soil, and not from society. The diHeren e in Iertilit 
of il is not, by him, subordinat d to th action of 
competition. 'Yet hi heory of rent still pre ails in 
orthodox political ec nomy. 
Prevailing Economic Conditiom..- During the peri d 
of la sic chool, Petty was enabled to observe capitalist 
manufacture of I yt>ars' growth. dam mith lived 
during the transition from hand manufactUFe to 
macbinofacture. Ricardo observed Capit · m as it 
approached it maturi t. . In a more detailed descrip-
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tion than it is po "ble to give here, their theori, will be 
found to correspond with these periods. 
4. Physiocratic School.- Period same as Classic, 1660 
to 1830.- Thl ·chool fiouri. lted in Wrance. Chief r 
pre entatives, Boisguillebert and Sismondi. who were 
contemporaties of Petty and Ricardo r pectively. 
TJ1ey believed, as th name of the school implie . that 
the only form of wealth was agri ultural products. 
For manufacture they had great con tempt. As far 
as they could the~· held the idea that labour was the 
source o! value, but only agri ultural labour. 
Prevailing Economic Conditions.-In France during 
this period more than half th population wer pea ants, 
and worked in mall a llotments on the land. Hence 
their theories. Marx. while giving full credit to their 
acutene,c; in criticizing capitalist conditions, point! out 
tha t their obiect was to tum th hanrls of th clock 
of rrogre s back. The , a re ak in to the Ens-lish who wail 
about capitalist dc.:.ecration of natural be.autie and are 
labelled hy :vlarx :is thr s hool C'lf " petit bo11rgwis 
ocialism" (small capitalists' oriali m). 
5. Marxian School.- Period 1859 and forward.-Chief 
representative, Karl Marx,- The lab ur tb ry of va1ue 
is her<> for th first time proved . The cont di tions of 
the Cla~ic chool are lved. Th profit or surplus-
value or capitalist i expo ed. apitalism is fitted in 
as a ph of indu~trial evolution and the law of its 
motion 1. · d bare. The tru pri.,;iti n i labour-power is 
mad clear and the first cientific theory of wages worked 
ou t. 
Pre?:ailing Economic Condilions.- Contradi tion, in-
herent in Capitalism make them lves manifest. Com-
mencement f huge comm rcial crises, Revolutionary 
outbreak~ take place in England, France, Germany, 
~tc. Capitalist ecome th dominating p wer in 
politics. tru le of the worker gain t capitali t 
take the shape of Trade nion' . Bitter pe cution f 
au who attack <::apitalism and int ·nse mi'>ery and ex-
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ploitation of workers. Hence Marx was a revolutionary. 
As we shall have more to say on the Marxian school 
in the following chapters, we now leave it. 
6. Utilit.y School.- Period 1860 and fo1ward.-Cb1ef 
representatives are 1. 8. Mill, :Boellm Bawerk, and 
Jevons. ]. . Mill did not strictly b long to this sch ol, 
nor did b t long to the Classic cbc 1, but as all the 
th ries of the Utility schccl ar bas d n Mm we put 
bim in he1e. Labcur th or of alue' t aside, but not 
di putfd. Ee nc ics t c me psych I gi al and indivi-
dual. The utility of an article to its consumer is said to 
be a part of the origin of its value, but it appears that 
the cost of production is also a factor. Jn short, Econo-
mics is no longer a science, but nly a statan nt of 
tendencies, and tb re is no otit iactcr that d t mines 
value but a c mplex of many factors: brit13y. Eccno-
mics is beyond their rcmprehension I 
Prevailing Ec0flomi4 Conditions.-As r f re· ~tated, 
Capitalism wa r dominant. Not nly r litics, but 
ducati n, and y av nu by '\\-bi b it mi ht be 
attacked, is controlkd by the ca 'talists. The nly 
Economics that can obtain the a_s nt f authority t -day 
is apologetic Ee ncmic , i.e., that which def nds the 
exploitation of the workers. Hence in the decay of 
Capitalism, and with signs of a new systen:i appearing, 
every scientific work on Economic::. is necessarily 
revolutionary, and therefore taboo€d. D spite this the 
Marxian school (from an international standpoint) is 
by far the dominating school. 
... We have touched very briefly on the main schools of 
thought, being forced to leave the Romance or Italian 
school out, it being only a repetition of other schools. 
If clear ideas cannot be gained from this very cond nsed 
suromary, the refert:nce to books, dates, etc., may save 
~he time of the inquirer. We have perhaps raised ques--
tions in the minds of readers as to the virtues of certain 
theories, f..~ .• M rcantile and Classic. We !ihall refer 
to these points in future chapters. 
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CHAPTER IV. 
THE THEORY OF MARGINAL UTILITY V. Tiffi MARXIAN 
THEORY OF VAJ.UE. 
Considerable controversy still obtains between W.E. . 
tudents (who are mainly followe of Marshall) and 
C.L.C.ers on the merits of Marsh.all's theory o{ " Marginal 
Utility "as against the i.\!anciao The rv of Value, so we have 
preserved in tact the dialogues from the Pkbs for this 
chapter. 
M A RGI AL BILL (who has just entered and sat doU'n in the study of Jlarxiati cientist) :-1 should like to ha c a further talk with you 
on Economics. inc I saw you last I have been 
assiduous! ' studying Marshall 's Economics of fod11stry. 
lt is a plendid book. rinite up to date, and since reading 
it I think I can quite easily manage to refute your 
Marxian theories, especially the Labour Theory of Value. 
M anian . ·enti ·I :-Being a searcher after truth T am 
glad to know ou can do that , as I have been under the 
irnpres ion that '.\farx' th ory wa the only "cientific 
one in Ee nomic cien e. But ba\·e you stucli d the 
Marxian theory ? 
.11.B :-Well, no, n t exactly, but I have read a 
spl nclid critici m of it y Boehm-Ba' erk. 
J.L . : - H'm, I have also read that criticism, but I 
don't think it will help vou much. However, tell me, 
what does Marshall sa on th Theory of Value to excite 
our enthusia m so much as to pay me a visit? 
.11.B. : - Well, it i cli11kult to give hi conclusions. 
He point out (on page 24) that Economics is not an 
exac t science ; for it deal with the ever-changing and 
subtle forces of human nature. ft is a studv of the 
motives of individuals in bu in Marshall has 
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studied these laws so well as to have arrived at the 
following law of the determination of price;:-" The 
larger the amount of a thing a person has, the less will, 
other things being equal, be the price he will pay for a 
little more of it " (p. 63). 
M.S. :- I see. That means, does it not, that the 
utility of a commodity to the consumer determines its 
value? 
M.B. :-Yes, only you must remember it is the 
nw.rginal utility. I will make it quite plain by giving 
you an example used by my Oxford lecturer yesterday. 
If a hungry man goes into a restaurant and eats a plate 
of beef, that has great utility to him, but his hunger 
being not yet satisfied, he calls for a second plate. 
That also possesses utility, but not so much as the first 
one. ay he goes on and eats four plates of beef. Now 
the fourth plate he was onJy just willing to buy. It 
represented the margin of the utility of the beef to him. 
Hence the fourth plate is called the " marginal utility" 
of the beef to the customer. Now do you see it ? 
Don't you think that's clever? And you must admit 
it is the truth. '\ ell, that disposes of the Labour 
Theory, and substitutes in its place the theory of 
Marginal tility. 
M.S. :-Hold on. Not quite so fast . What was the 
price of tho e plates of beef? Was the fourth plate any 
cheaper than the first plate ? 
M.B. :-Of course not. Do you think proprietors of 
restaurants are fools ? 
M. . :- o, I don't think they are fo ls ; what I 
think is tba t in this case they show their belief in the 
Marxian theory of value. Let us suppose y ur hungry 
conswner, finding on the bill the four plates of beef were 
of equal price, called for the proprietor and pointed out 
to him that as the utility of the beef varied, so ought the 
pric to vary, hence the fourth plate ought to be almost 
given away. ay he had backed up his arguments by 
reading Marshall's law to him. Do you think that 
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would convince the proprietor? By no means. If he 
were a Marxian he would reply follows:-" It is 
nothing to me that the commodity I upply varies in 
it utility to you. What concern this firm is that we 
receive the full market price for our commodity. That 
price is not determined by the vagaries f your st<lmach 
but by U1e difficulty (or nee sary hbour required) o: 
produ · ng beef steaks. If you introduce some improve-
ment in the breeding of cattle or in the methods of their 
slaughter which will lessen the labour necessary for their 
producti n, we shall no doubt be ble to reduce the 
price. . feanwhile, unless you re prepared to pay the 
market price, you must remain hungry. Good day I" 
ow then, lMr. Marginal Bill, where L~ your Marshall 
now? 
M.B. (scratching his head') :-I mu-t confess that's a 
h rd kn•:k, but (witli a srtdim retlim to cMfi le11.ce) I 
am n 1t yet d:i.unted. Look her (t1mii11g to page 65), 
you see these diagrafl'\S. Well, they math m tically prove 
Marshall's point. This di gram (FiC7. l ) is based on 
this toible on page 64. Here it is tated that if a man 
were buying tea, and the price of te is 4/2 per lb. be 
would buy 6 lb. ; but if the price were re uced he would 
buy more. These fiaures show how his purchases 
increa e s the price is lowered. When the price falls 
to l /5 the purchase incre ·ses to 13 lbs. This i ea is 
shown in the db.gram by th ~ curve; the t pd showing 
the 6 lb5., the b tt >m d the 13 lbs. • ow then, this time 
I think you must admit that )far-h11l h proved hi 
point. 
.1d. . (picking up the book rmd lJoiizti11g lo the sentence):-
" If the price were reduced be would buy mar . " Eb ? 
M.B. :-Yes, and there he h the well-known hw 
of supply and dem·rnd on his ide. If price be lo1vered 
demand increases . 
. M.S. (severely) :-You ~have put tile cart before the 
horse. It is quite true, other thing b ina equal (t 
use your expression), that a mi n would buy more te:i. 
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if the price were lowered, but it is not true that the price 
i reduced becattse men would buy mor , since men have 
always, since tea was introduced into the country, 
shown that tendency ; yet the price of tea has only 
been lowered when the labour necessary to produce it 
has been lessened. Is not t~at correct? 
M.B. (stammering) :-Y-y-yes I but have you read 
Marshall on Rent and Diminishing Returns ? 
M.S. :-Yes, and bis arguments are a good illustra-
tion of Diminishing Returns, for they d.imini h in 
accuracy each time. Don't quote any more Marshall 
to rne. He is a superficial writer, and is hopelessly 
wrong in the first statement in bis book. He says 
there: "Economics is. on the one side, a study of 
wealth, and on the other and more important side, a 
part of the study of man." The last sentence contains 
the following gem : " Public opinion based on sound 
economics and ju$t morality, will, it may be hoped, 
become ever more and m re the arbiter of the condi-
tions of industry." These things, I will show you another 
time, betra his ignorance of the Science of Economics. 
Meanwhil , pemnit me to remark that you don't look 
quite so cheerful as when you arrived. 
M.B. :-Ah, yes ! it is easy to criticise, but I could 
easily pick more holes in the absurd Labour Theory of 
Va:lu than you hav picked i.n Marshall's Marginal 
Utility. 
M.S. :-Very well, we will change places. You shall 
become the critic. But first let me accus the whole 
Utility school of being at sea in thinking that Economics 
i the study of the motives of individuals. As a matter 
of history and fact, that opinion is wrong. Society is 
the result, not of the changed motives of individuals 
from pre-social times, but of changing conomic condi-
tions. Serfdom did not replace slavery because the 
slave-owners decided to become serf-owners, nor did 
feudal lords give way to, and in many cases become,, 
capitalists because their motives had changed. No, in 
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fact they struggled, and seas 9£ blood flowed before 
these changes arrived. And the changes arrived be-
cause the changing economic conditioos were too strong, 
and individual motive were forced to change with them. 
That in itself is enough to upset the Utility school. 
But I see you are impatient ; you want to discuss the 
Labour Theory of Value. Very well. Do you know 
what a commodity is ? · 
M.B. :- Yes, I have read in 1farxian books that a 
.commodity is an article of utilit , produced for the 
purpose of exchange, and that it is the chief or typical 
pr duct of Capitalism. 
M. . :-Quite correct. Now ~farx, unlike Marshall, 
begins with the commodity, and from that builds up, 
step by step, all the relations of industry according to 
the cientific method. 
M.B. :- 1 have heard all that. Get on ! 
M.S. :- ll right ; I'll get on quicker than you like 
presently. A commodity is a complex of two things-
use-value (utility) , and exchange-value (exchange-
ability) . These two things are distinct from each other. 
Now listen. A box of matches i more useful (or 
possesses more utility) than a bearskin rug. Do you 
grant that ? 
M.B. :-Of course, Get on I 
M.S. :-Well, a box of matches bas less exchange value 
than a hearskin rug. You see, then, that th uWity of 
these commodities doe!' not determine their exchange 
value. 
M.B. : (draws a deep l;reath of sm·prise) :--Oh I 
M .S . (unmoved) :-Now the utility of an article, say 
a loaf of bread. i the same in the year 1 a · it i in 191 , 
i.e., bread of the same quality. ot so exchangability. 
That changes with every change in the> labouc necessary 
to produce it. 
M .B. :- You needn't pile it on. I admit my theory 
-is wrong : get on with yours. 
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M . . :-The secret of value · : What principle 
<ietennines that so much of a given commodity wil l 
exchange for so much of another commodity. 
M .B. :-Yes. ye;.; gt>t on I 
M . . :-To this Marx says:-- " What we have to do 
then i to find the common denominator to which thev 
a.re both reducihlP.." What have they in common-? 
Fi~t utility. Can it be utility ? L t u se . 
(M.B. :.:roans audil:.ly.) 
M.S. (unmo1·ed) :-One example. glittering stone 
on the breast of a woman of fa hion will exchange or 
the food, clothing, and shelter of a workman' familv 
for ten or twenty years. I that d te.rmined by h·e 
equality o! their utility ? . urely not. Rejecting 
utility, what else is there? Commodities have physical 
.and chemica l properties in common, but then these only 
affert their usefulne."S, and must therefore go with 
utility into the waste-papec basket. There is only 
one other thing left, viz., the are the product of labour. 
Hence labour must be the measure of the value of 
-commoditie . 
M.B. (i11 triuni-ph) :-Ha I Ha I I thought you ' ere 
coming there. ow thi P.cr t o yours wa discovered 
by ir William Petty in 169 , and was further known to 
a whole chool of economists ending with Ricardo. But 
where are they to-da ? Ricardo' theories. except the 
Theory of ent (the shining light of that c;chool) are n w 
decayed with old age. So much for your Labour 
Theory of Value. 
M.S. :- What you now say is ancient history. It was 
Marx, and he alone. wbo was the cause of that. It i 
not your tilit school that killed Ricardo. He yet 
stands as high above you as does the mountain. above 
tbe plain. He was at least a scientist. But to pro-
ceed. The other economists never 11roJJrd the Labour 
Theory of Value. What is labour? It ounds simple. 
l'et Marshall doesn't know. Petty thought it \Vas 
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labour devoted to the production of gold that measured 
value. Ricardo. that it wa. the Jabour devoted to the 
pr duction of use-valuec;. It rema1ned for Marx to 
point out the two-fold character of labour and it is this 
that makes hi theory different from all others. 
· \tf B. :-I don't understand. Two-fold character of 
labour l \iVhat bosh ! Why, that's metaphysics l 
M.S. :-Listen, and hold your thinking cap on tight. 
I am going to put a train on your marginal intellectual 
capacity. The labour necessary to the production of a 
watch is of a special kind. It demands differ nt skill, 
different materials to handle, and a different worksl1op 
to work in, than do · ih labour necessary to produce 
a coat. Therefore we call that concrete, useful labour, 
because it is devoted to the production 0f a definite 
use-value. This watch and this coat are exchanged on 
th market. What does this mean ? It means that 
th labours, though different, are equilised. They are 
reduced to on and the same kind of labour, ab tract 
social labour. Do you see, dunderhead ? 
M .B. :-Wait a bit. I am grasping it. 
lll.S. :-Let me help you . The watch and coat, we 
a sumc, were exchanged by means of a sovereign. The 
sovereign equilises both. L'()ok up your logic. Two 
tilings which are qual to a third thing are equal to each 
other. Now labour in this sense is quite indifferen as 
to whether it is embodied in silver or lead, in Bibles or 
brandy. in book on tility or Marxian Economics. 
Its specialized character is lost sight of ; and it now 
app an; as so many units of social labour. Stay, here 
is an old shoemaker who produces shoes in almost the 
same way as they did in the Middle Ages. Compara-
tively, it involve tremendous labour. Yet when the 
shoe are placed on the market they fetch only the low 
price of the boots produced in the most highly-equipped 
factories of Leicester. That means that while hi 
individual concrete labour in the production of a definite 
use-value is determined by his own individual way of 
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working, yet his labour, which gave his shoes exchange-
value, is determined not by him, but by the organization 
of society b the labour socially necessary to produce 
boot . 
1.1.B :- ow hold on : I've had enough for one 
sitting. v\'hat you sa sound well in theory. But 
you've yet t sh w how it works in practice. I'll go 
now, but before next time I'll read and lb.ink over it 
and so be better prepared to meet you. 
M . . :- That's right. I'm pleased to hear you are 
going to turn over a new leaf and begin thinking. 
Wben you've done some I'll be glad to hear from you, 
for I've not done with you ) et. Good-night ! 
* * * • • • * • 
M.B. :-I have been thinking over our discussion, 
and am now prepared with a list of what I consider 
fatal objections to the Marxian Theory of Value. 
111.S. :-Very well. Fire away. 
M.B. :-I ·will commence where we left off and work 
back. ow your point regarding the two-fold character 
of labour I must still regard as metaphysical, and, in 
fact, as having no existence out ide your imagination. 
M.S. :-Then my explanations were quite lost on 
you. Well, knowing your partiality for diagrams and 
arithmetic I will attempt to demonstrate this point 
to you in that way. Now can you explain why the 
"labour-saving" machinery that has been introduced 
in production for over 100 years has bad as one result 
the enormous increase in use-values (wealth), while on 
the contrary the exchange values of these same com-
modities have remained practically the same? I will 
illustrate : In 1718 a doll takes 12 hours to produce, and 
its value, expressed (for the sake of simplicity) in term 
of price, is 1/-. In 191 , by means of "labour-saving" 
machinery, 12 doll are produced in 12 hours. The 
Jaws of competition will forte the price of those dolls 
down so that the whole 12 only fetches 1/-, or the same 
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same exchange-value as the one doll produced in 1718. 
We have therefore had an immense increase in use-
values (dolls) while the exchange-value of this increase 
remains the same. Now why ? 
M.B. :- Why ? Because their utility bas fallen. 
JLS :-Why has their utility fallen ? 
.\1.B. (reluctantly) :-Because there is less labour 
needed to produce each one. 
M.S. :- Now then, what of your charges of meta-
physics and imagination ? You admit that the same 
labour has a two-fold character-(!) the attribute of 
increasing use-values ; and (2) the attribute of lessening 
exchange-value. Hence 12 hours of social labour in 
1718 will produce the same value as 12 hours in 1918, 
while on the other hand the amount of wealth (use-
values) will have immensely increased. This is there-
fore a practical demonstration of the soundness of the 
Marxian theory. Next question, please I 
M.B. :- You got over that nicely, but I think I have 
some more formidable objections for you. And your 
last answer gives me my cue. There you disregard the 
part played by machinery, and in your whole theory 
you disregard the part played by nature in the produc-
tion of wealth. Now, surely, not to take into account 
such obvious forces as machinery and nature constitute 
a very grave objection indeed. 
M.S. :- I quite agree that the economist who failed 
to take into account the part played by nature and 
machinery in the production of wealth would indeed 
have made an ac;s of himself. 
.'1.B. :- I am very pleased. To admitfso much 
frankly, as you have done even when you were getting 
the best of the argument, is indeed very creditable to 
vou. 
· M.S. (smiling) : Not quite so fast. That machinery 
and nature does play an important part in the produc-
tion of wealth no one is more ready to admit than 
; 
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rx. But then Marx never said that labour wa the 
ause of wealth. In fact, he expressl denies any uch 
thing, and often quote Petty that " the earth is the 
mother and labour i the father of wealth." But quite 
differently does he treat vatue. either nature nor 
machinery can in any way create value. They assist 
normously in the creation of ust?val11es, but, as we saw 
in our illustration, they do not create exchange-valt~e. 
which is a social relation of production. ssume that 
a ton of coal finds its value measured by a silver watch ; 
that the di overy of a rich v ·n of coal (u eful in the 
production of both commoditie ) and the application 
of machinery cau es 10 tons of coal to be produced in 
th time that l used to b , and 10 watches in th time 
1 watch used to be. We shall hav .ten times more 
wealth due to nature and machin r , but w hall till 
have I 0 ton of coal= 10 watche , or 1 ton of coal= 
l ' atch, and val11e will not have increased one iota. 
M.B. :-H'm! Yes I I never thought of that. But 
th re is till another way to put m difficulty which your 
an wer doesn't touch. Nature pr due omc commo-
dities, sold on the market , in which there i no labour 
embodied \ hatev . I ref r to commodities lik virgin 
soil. That, I think, complete! · qua bes the Marxian 
theory. You 'll find that a tough nut t crack. 
/JI . . (serenely) :-You are wrong. pparently th 
strongest, that objection is really the weak t you have 
advanced. Boudin, a brilliant Marxian, has answ red 
this point so well that I will impl quote him. First, 
let me point out that virgin soil i not a commodity; 
is not produced by labour, and consequently does not 
posses value. Large tract can be obtained on many 
parts of this planet without paying a farthing for it. 
Boudin says: "The query ... 'Why i virgin il 
b ught and sold ? ' i to b an w red : ' Th fact is 
that virgin soil is not bought and sold. It i only after 
the · il has been husbanded 1tnd raped, and ha gi en 
birth to the ba tard rent that it become the subject f 
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-purchase and sale, and not before." I would also refer 
you to Capital, Vol. I. (see pp. 7, 8) where Marx deals 
in detail with this point. Next, please? 
M.B. :-I now come to the objection that makes all 
Marxians shudder, namely, that pictures by the great 
masters are sold at prices hopelessly disproportioned to 
the amount of labour they contain. How can you 
urrnount that difficulty ? 
M.S. :-H farx:ians shudder at that objection then 
they hudder at the appallin~ ignorance of their critics. 
Only monstrou ignorance and b olute lack of appre-
ciation of art would attempt to degrade the picture of a 
master to a commodity. In addition, the idea betrays 
a misconception of elementary conomics. commo-
dity · an article of utility produced for the purpose 
of exchang . I do not think you can fit the products of 
genius into that frame. The work of art not being a 
commodity, your objection falls to the ground. But 
even so, I suspect that you cannot prove your statement 
that pictures of the old masters are sold at prices out of 
all proportion to 1.he labour n c sary to produce them. 
We have proved that the labour which creates value is 
social labour. Well, then, how much labour is nee -
sary before we can have the work of a genius? How 
m ny chool of thought must come and go ? How 
many new idea have to be slowly accumulated? Tell 
us all thi and then we can discuss your statement. 
When, however, capitalist production seizes on the works 
of geniu , viz., when copies are reproduced by roach.in ry, 
then they become commodities, and, of course, obey the 
law of value. You perhaps b gin to see the lo s of the 
tility school in not submitting commodities to an 
analysi ? 
M.R. :- I though I had you that time, but I will 
continue m. objection . My I st objection is that I 
find, on considering our last talk, that you tricked me 
by u 'ng the word utility in two senses. You referred 
to utility in the case of the plates of beef as utility to 
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the consumer, but when you were summarizing the 
farxian analysis you spoke of utility in a social sense. 
M.S. :-I did not trick you. I simpl attacked ow 
with your o:wn weapons. I am glad, however, that you 
refer to it, a this point illustrates the difference between 
the lifarxian and tility schools of thought. You 
people think you can arrive at social laws by studying--
individual motives, hence utility to you is the utilit 
to a consumer. What appear to you to be good 
Economics Marxians label bad psychology. Economics 
is not a study of motiv , it is a study of social forces to 
which the individual i ubordinate. To use the utility 
point of view is as ab urd in Economic science as it 
would b in phy. ics. The reason why m n can walk 
on solid earth yet cannot on water is explainable b the 
laws of physics. What would you think of a man who 
tried to ex1 •lain thi~ bv individual motivation ? You 
would think he wanted his head bathed and well 
bandaged. Well, that's what we think of you. Before-
you go, a word of advice. If ever you want to criticize 
Marx again I would recommend you first to read and 
study him. ood-night ! 
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CHAPTER V. 
VALUE, MONEY, :PRlCE. 
'~THATEVER rnn. b the future of Economic ·ence the Marxian analy i of Value will alway command admiration a one of the most brilliant and masterly efforts of the human mind. 
To an w r the quc~tion :·-" ~bat is money ? " the 
economist compiled hug t m containing th most 
dreary it rati n of th variou commodities that had 
be n money, from th h 11 of the outh ea Islanders 
to the "irginia tobacco money of the 17th century. 
As a collection of curios in the hi tory of mon y th y 
were tolerable, but as answe1 to the question, \~hat i:> 
m ne:v, they w re hop les ly irr levant. Marx 
point d out: " The difficulty Ii , not in compreh nding 
that money is a commodity, but in discovering bow, 
why, and by what mean a comm dity becom s mon y" 
{Capital, \ ol. I., p. 64). The relation between mon y 
and valu i o intimate that to find out what money is 
it i fir t n ce sary to analyse value. To do tbi ii: i 
quite mm ce ary to go to th outh ea Islands; the 
material for analysi Ii sh re und rneatb our very no e . 
Value is not mat rial ; it ha < purely social realit , 
just as is th cas with a foot or a lb. These are not 
things, the ar relations between person expres ed a 
a relation between things, and it would avail us nothing 
to know the various material i.JJ which a foot had found 
xpre sion if we want to know, \ii/hat is a foot ? For 
implicity let the reader can in his mind the analog 
of a fo t-rule a commodity containing the value form. 
ommoditi , lik foot-rule , have two forms, a phy ical 
or natural f nn, and a value fom1 . 
Value - The stages b. which value obtains ind -
p ndent expre ion arc four: th elementary, th x-
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panded, the general, and the money form. alue is 
manifested in the exchange of commodities, fherefore, 
the simplest exchange contains the puzzle. Let us 
then take the simplest forin of exchange, viz., the ex-
change of two commodities. Elementary Form-I lb. 
sugar is equal to I looking-glass. If the reader will 
pause to think here, he will find that each of these 
commodities plays a different part in the above equa-
tion; the sugar plays an active, while the glass plays a 
pa sive part. The value of the ugar is to be ex-
pressed; the glass simply serves as the material in 
wJllch the ugar-value is to be expres d. W are not 
told what i the value of the glass. To know that we 
should have completely to change the terms of equation. 
Marx calls the sugar the relative form of value becau e 
it value is to b related. He calls the gla the equiva-
lent form of value because its functi n is to equali or 
measure the sugar. To illustrat : If you place I lb. 
ugar opposite to a looking-gla s on the table, the sugar 
peeps into the looking-glass and ees- its own elf. 
Let us assist the undeveloped faculties of the ugar and 
imagine that it sees, not itself, but its valu ; we shall 
th n have a picture of what takes place. Let us now 
drop the illustration. The gla s remains unmeasured. 
We cannot say I looking-glass= I looking-gla . The 
function of the glass, then, is to be the meast{re of val1te. 
Thi tage is called the elementary or accidental form of 
value. We now proceed to the second tage, th 
expanded form. 
Our little community consists of only tw commodi-
ties. We will add a few more, say- a bat, a walkina-stick 
and a pair of gloves. As each of these commodities 
enter our community they have .first to act as equivalent 
to the sugar, o that we have now one relative, and .a 
long string of equivalents. This form is, however, ery 
defective and umbrous, and in the course of time w 
reverse the process. We say if I lb. sugar bas suob a 
long tring·of equivalents, and we are quite sure of their 
relation , ureJy it will be more convenient if we make 
.. 
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the relative form the equivalent form to all the others. 
o we reverse the expanded form and instead of aying 
l lb. sugar=to I glass, 1 lb. sugar is=to l b:.tt, etc .. we 
now ay :-
General Form.- 1 bat, 1 stick, I pair glove = l lb. 
sugar. 
This i the third form, the general or m ney form. 
The sugar is now th universal equivalent. ometi.m 
as we progress it is more convenient to displace sugar 
from being the univer al equivalent a11d substitute 
another commodity, until one day a new commodity in 
the shape of silver enters our community. We o n 
find out it superiority to act as equivalent. We might 
now say:-
Money Form.- 1 bat, 1 stick, 1 pair glove , 1 lb. 
sugar=t oz. ilver or 1/-. 
The uperiority of silver as a universal equivalent 
arose from th fact that it had great value in small bulk, 
that it wa i.mperi bable, and ea ily capable of divisi-
bility. It would almost eem as though the precious 
metals were plac d in the earth by nature to act as 
m ne I The same rea on that led to he adoption 
of silver as mon y appUed s ill m re in the case of gold, 
especially a th mas of exchangable commodities 
increased with the growth of oci ty as gold contains 
still rnor value in small bulk and yet is not too rare to 
obtain a sufficienc. of supplies. 
Money.- We are now in a much better position to 
answ r the question- What is money? Money is the 
material expression of the value form of commodities, 
just as a foot-rule is a material expres ·on of the lineal 
form of natural object : When studying Value in 
Chap. II. we saw that value was derived from social 
labour. Now social labour is an abstraction, and can 
only b perceived by the mind. In the money form 
that abstraction appear to take on a tangible, visible 
shape. The golden coin now acting as money has had 
• 
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first to be a commodity, the embodiment of ·ocial labour. 
It is now promoted to the market to act as the universal 
equivalent for all other commodities. It chief function 
there is to measure the value of all other commodities. 
By this means the labour embodied in commodities is 
reduced to one and the same kind ·of labour-Soria.J. 
labour. and the unit of its measurement (or equality 
witb• other commodities) ar expres ed in terms of 
£ s. d. The " dry-bones of the abstraction ocial 
lab ur " take on flesh and become visible as-Money. 
In this very brief summary of the Marxian analysis 
it would appear that the analysis is wholly logical, but 
if it be examined closely it will alsl'.> be en to have not 
only logical but also historical equence. If we sub-
stit11te for looking-gla ses and sugar, pears, kins, bows, 
beep, etc .. we might take a bird' -eye view of the actual 
historical development of the form of value into money. 
In early societies when use-values pr dominate, r, 
rather, production for use i dominant, the mo t useful 
commodit' acts as money. Thu where kin are 
monev, skins would be the chief article in u e. it 
would be used for tent-building, clothes-making, sho s, 
blankets and bedding, strings for bows, etc. Being so 
useful it w uld readily exchange for other commodities 
fr m consideration of it usefulness al ne. But where 
e..xchange-value gain prominence the nee ity for u e-
fulness in the commodity gradually becomes less. 
' Where gold i money it is used mainly for xchange, and 
is not in great demand as a use-value. The variety of 
articl used a money between skins and gold, and lhe 
gradual increase of exchangeable goods as ociety 
developed, would easily show periods analagous to the 
four forms of value given in the analysis. 
The Functions of Money.- ince the transformation 
of the value-form into money, the money-commodity 
has developed a great many functions, but the two vital 
ones, upon which all others are based, are :-The 
measure of value, and the medium of ~irculation . The 
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definition of money given b Marx is-" The commodit 
that function as a measure of ·value and, either in its 
own person or by a representative, a the medium f 
circulation, is money." We shall deal briefly with the 
functions of money in the order of tJ1eir d v Jopm nt. 
but we must warn th student carefully to differentiate 
between the different functions becau e it is quit true 
(as farx quotes Gladston from a parliamentary deOate) 
that " not even love has made so many fools of men a 
the pondering over the nature of money." The first 
and most important function of money i the measure 
of value. I 
Before a c0m.modity ente int the sphere of circula-
tion, preceding its exchange, its value has to be measur d. 
Marx graphically describes it : " The liveli t str ets 
of London are crowded with stores whose how window 
are filled with the riche of the world, Indian sh wl , 
American revolvers, 'Chine e porcelain, P arisian co:sets, 
Russian Jurs, and tropical spice , but all of thes thing 
of joy b ar fatal white L bel mark d with • rabian 
fi.gur s with th laconic charact rs {, s. d. uch is the 
picture of the commoditv ap earing in circulati n ." 
Or, again: "Although in vi ible . the value of iron, linen 
and corn has actual cxi tenc in he e verv articles : it 
is ideally made perceptible by their equality with gold, a 
relation that , so to say, exi ts only in their own heads. 
Their owner must, therefore, lend them his tongue, or 
hang a ticket on them. before their price can b com-
municated to the outsid world." 
This fixing of th price in the imagination, withou 
the pres nee of actual money, i the measuring of value 
In spite, however, of th abstract appearan of the 
process, it is based on the sternest of realitie hard 
ca h . The thoughts in the mind of th price-fixer arise 
from previous experien of exchange. This previou 
exp ri n e i the working of the law of value which 
determines the quantity of ocially necessary labour 
embodi~d in the commoditie that have be n exchanged. 
That i . th measuring of value make the labour 
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embodied in all commoditie equal with the labour 
embodied in the money commodity-gold It is not· 
the money that makes the commoditi equal, though 
that is the appearance, but the social la_pour in the 
commodities that is equalised with the social labour in 
the gold by means of the imagination. It does not 
follow that the price so fixed will actually be received: 
if it were so, value and price wouJd be the same thing. 
The tran lation of value into price will b more fully 
e.A11lained later on ; for the pre ent the attention hould 
be fixed upon the equalisation of commodities with gold. 
Gold, like all other commoditi s, L a product of social 
labour, and measuring the value is equalising or measur-
ing the value (labour) in, say, a overeign and a chair. 
It is very important thoroughly to gra. p thi function 
of mone , as all the advocates of the abolition of gold 
and thee tabli hment of paper money go wrong becau 
they d not realize the function of monc as a measure 
of valu , and confuse it with the function of a medium 
f circulation-a ver different function, as we are DO\ 
about to show. 
Medium ol Circula.tion.- Becau e money is a mea ure 
of value it can become a medium of circulation. That 
is, money being an equ ivalent in value with commodi-
ties will be accepted in exchange with them. ~fon y 
b ing the univ rsal quivalent , will be universally 
accepted in exchange I r all other commodities. It is 
thus the m ditun or mean by which commoditi cir-
culate from hand to band or the medium of circulation. 
When in earlier tunes goous were exchaoged for goods, 
or exchange was by barter, there was, prop rly speaking, 
no circulation. In direct barter, if we represent com-
modities by the letter w have the process expre ed 
in C- C, (.r, c;ay, a loaf of bread for t lb. chee e, and the 
exchange between producer and consumer i immediate. 
Whereas in circulation the process is int rrupted by the 
introduction of money, which we designate by the letter 
M. The process now is not C-C, but C-M-C or loaf 
of bread for 1/- and 1/- for i lb. of cbee!: . But b tween 
.. 
• 
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the exchange of the bread and cheese th re is a pause, 
caused by th 1/-. ow this paase may be a very slight 
one, or one that may convulse society, and is therefore 
of very great importance, ns distinct from barter, because 
of its possibilities. That pause is normall_ suffici ntly 
great to permit a host of parasitic exploiters in the shape 
of middlemen, etc., to interv ne, and so at times to 
ac<;.elerate the separation between C-M and M-C, as 
to cause or extend tbe period of our commercial and 
money eris s, which periodically occur in capitalism. 
On the other hand, th introduction of money 
imm nsely aids the productive forces of society, and 
larg cale production would have been impossible with 
barter. This appears contradictory, but capitalism is 
full of such contradictions, and it is the study of these 
c ntradiction that will show how capitali m will 
inevitably collapse. 
The proc s of cir ulation appears as follow 
commodity, C, or l loaf of bread, has its value 
measured, or priced, and then enters circulation. It i 
a use-valu , but bas aspirations to become an exchange 
value. On the market it m ets with gold, or 1/-, which 
ha aspiration to function a M n y IJ.. C, s eing that 
M is present in the right shap and iz , gives 1 the 
"glad-eve" and an exchange is effected. C has now 
given up it b dy (use-valu ), which disappear from 
circulation for consumption, but leaves behind its soul 
in the shape of M. The soul of C or M goe on in 
cicculation, ;:ind pre ently meet with another C---t lb. 
cheese-when the process is repeated. What we have 
so far is C- M . or an exchange of a loaf of b~ead for 
i lb. chees by means of 1/-. But th bread and cheese 
have taken what Marx calls the alto M oriole (th leap 
of death), and have b en consumed, whil the 1/- re-
mains in circulation to carr on the interminable process. 
This i a brieI description of what we mu t call simpl 
circulation to di tinguish it from the modem full-blown 
capitalist circulation. In simple circulation, as above, 
the bread is sold in order to bu che se. Therefore U1e 
, 
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order is :1 sale in order to make a !JUrcha e, or J\1-C. 
But that was in the very beginning of circulation. 
inc th n Gold or fon y ha hown its mastery f the 
process of circulation and rev rsed th order. To-day 
we have no sales in order to purchase, or C-M-C. 
·what we have now is a purchase in order to make a ale 
0r M-C- :M- and the last ).I with an increment. How 
this is effected will be explained in th ection d aling 
with urplus-value. But th se cliff rences n ed not 
co1icern us while we are merely dealing with the technical 
process of circulation . 
The function of money as a medium of circulation 
would differ then from it functi n as a measure of value, 
. o f r as we have seen, in that gold is only ideal money 
in the mea ure of value, whereas it is pre nt in it bodily 
form as a medium of circulation. o c ntradictory, 
however, is capitalism, that just as soon as we have 
written the above, we must further explain that this 
di.ff rence, i e., the concrete presenc of h gold money, 
ca.n mu ·h more sily b rend red imaginary than it 
appears to b in the measure of value. Where money 
api.iear tn be merely imaginary, there is he sternest call 
for hard ca h : where money appear n b,~ sential, 
there it can r adiJy (for a time al lea t) b replaced by 
imagination and faith, as we hall ee. I 
r oken Money.-What permit gold to become money 
and, therefore, a universal equivalent, is th never-to· 
be-forgotten fact that it is th product of social labour. 
From thi fact arise all its numerous functions. It 
function as a medium of circulation because it i a 
measure of value. But when money i functioning as a 
medium of circulation, ic:; it not al o functioning a a 
mea ure of value? That is the upposition, but, a a 
matter of fact, a piece of paper that takes hard!_ any 
labour to produ e can function as a medium of circula-
tion : but it would be absurd to say that paper c uld 
function as a measure of value, i.e., of social labour. 
How, theo, can paper, and inferior metals such as silver 
and copper (which are not money) function as mediums 
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of circulation? Gold is a very precious metal, but in 
spite of its ha.rdness, when mixed with alloy, is subject 
to certain wear and tear in the process of circulation. 
In the fonn of bullion gold can circulate all over the 
world, but in any given country, it assumes the form of 
coin, thus acquiring "a local and political character." 
A sovereign i ued fresh from the English Mint contains 
123·27447 grains of standard gold (i.e., J 1 parts of gold 
to 1 of copper) ; but in the course of its first day's work 
it may ha ve t affect 20 or 1 exchanges of hands, 
purses, etc. In the course of a few years of this it may 
lose a 'grain r so, and is no longer what it r presents 
itself to be. In addition, certain sharp-\o\itted indivi-
duals help the proces by clipping, sweating, etc. Marx, 
say Jacob, e timated that b twe n 1 9 and 1 29 out 
of 3 0 million 1 millions disappeared in these ways. 
What will be the result ? The light weight sovereigns, 
upon being reconverted or melted into bullion, would 
represent a les quantity of gold than th face-valu of 
the coins, or, as they sa , the market, r bullion price 
of gold would b higher than the mint price. When 
this would extend over the national circulation th bullion 
being reconverted into coin would be of a lesser gold 
weight than the reckoning names of the coins, and prices 
would have risen. Legi lation steps in and calls for the 
withdrawal of all overeigns of less weight than 122·527 
grains. This cannot always be done, but even so it i 
recognized that as a medium of circulation gold can 
circulate even as a symbol of itself. In con equ nee of 
this, and e pecially in retail transactions and payment 
of wages, silver and copper is substituted for gold. 
Now 20 hilling in silver, or 240 coppers, while nomin-
ally equal to a sovereign, are hardly equal to half that 
amount. But they circulate. Not only so, but Govern-
ments, when pressed for money, print pieces of paper 
purporting to be exchangeable for gold, and they 
circulate largely through necessity and partly through 
faith that th paper can b redeemed if required in gold. 
Thu , whil onl ,gold can function as a mea ur of value 
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inferior metals and paper can function as a medium of 
circulation. 
The e tokens, however, which are only representatives 
of money can have only a very limited circulation, the 
conditions of which will b more fully explained in th 
chapter on "Currency." 
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HAFTER VI. 
C RRE~CY . 
H O\\. much mon i r quired in a giv n c0m-munit t circuJat commoditie ? · Pr val nt notions still solemnly taught at our Univ r-
sities are to the ffect that the quantity of mon y i1 
circulation determines the price of commodities. This 
L known a the " Quantit Th ory " of mon y. ur 
fir. t que tion dispose of this th ory, for ti c purpo e 
of mone. in circulation is for th exchange of commodi-
ties. If mor money i pre ent than is requir d, it will 
be withdrawn to fulfil more us ful functions in the 
banks. 
If, in a given town, th pric of th commodities 
to circulate on a given day amount to £1 ,0 , a nd if 
each ov reign chang s hands each day ten times, then 
th amount of mon y that can function will b 1,000 
so ereigns. If in the development of the machinery 
of exchange the sovereign changes hands twenty time 
a day, lhen the nly amount of mone that can function 
a urrency i ; 0 vereigns. Th law, as tat d by 
Marx, i " the quantity of mon y functioning a the 
circulating medium is equal to the um of the price 
of the commodities divid d by th number of m ov 
made b coin of the same denominati n. " uppose 
next day the prices of comm diti s fall to on half, then 
only half th amount of coin , _50 , will be requir d . 
uppo e, on the following d· y, through change in 
gold production, th value of th coins fall (becau les 
labour is required to produce th m) and they fail to 
on haJf in value, or one overeign will only bu what 
yesterday half a sovereign would buy then in that case 
the numbers of coins required will be doubled, or 500 
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will be wanted. If we tak the oppo ite effect of all 
these upp iti n and sa vice versa, th n we ball have 
all th fact n c sary for finding out how much money 
is r quir d for th simple circulation of comm diti . 
But a we have lon~ dev oped beyond th 'mpl cir-
culation of commoditi (C- M- C) we must now tak 
other factors into our calculations. 
The Money Nuisance.- ! money absolute! indis-
p nsable? With a ystem of privat ownership of 
c mmoditi mon y is indi pensabl , and if omm dity 
production obtains in fars it is qually certain that 
mon y al o obtains ther . Why ? Because the owner 
of coal or candle will not di pose of his commodities 
unle s he has me security for getting equal valu in 
ex hang for them, and ultimately there i no actual 
security unless it be a commodity which is a universal 
equivalent to all other commoditi . In times of 
financial panic this fact is patent. s Marx put it : 
" The s1m1tnum bonuni for which verybody i crying 
at such times as for th only form of wealth, is ca h, 
hard cash ; and by th sid of it all oth r commoditie , 
ju t ecau e they are u -value , appear as usele s as 
s many trifles and t ~ ; or, as our Dr. 1artin Luther 
say , a m re object f ornament and gluttony. Thi 
udden r version from a y tern I er dit to a ystem 
of hard ca h heaps theoretical fright on top of the 
practical panic ; and the deal rs by wb e agency 
circulati n is affected shudd r before th impenetrable 
m t ry in which th ir own conomical relation are 
involved." 
On the other hand, if privat property were aboli hed 
monev would b a nui ancc. large industry employ-
ing an army of workers who function w r of no 
con eivabl u e, would be a heavy dr g on produ tion. 
Herman Cahn, in Capital To-day (p. 6-). says of 
America : " Th total amount of metallic money in 
tbi country in 1 04 was 1,994 million dollar . The 
quantity of human !abour expended in the production 
of this money, not for any use, but merely that w may 
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be able to distribute our product among ourselve , 
would have duplicated three-fourths of all the manu-
facturing buildings which exi ted in this country at the 
rune time, valued at 2,610 million ." The sam stat -
roent is approximately tru of all civilized countri . 
1 twith tanding this, ther is far too little money 
in the world for the legitimate purposes of the develop-
ment of capitalist industry, and the money w have 
is economi ed to the utmost po sible extent b the use 
of tokens, paper money, and a high development of the 
system of balaricing accounts by means of the banks, 
in which the bulk of the golden m tal i depo ited. 
Its exi tence in the bank form the starting point of 
the ystem of credit. ' ithout credit the immens 
productive fore s of modern indu try could not be 
developed. Credit i · another nam for faith. When a 
railway is built money i advanced which cannot be 
repaid until the railway has been completed and be n 
· n u e for many y ars. h is no longer C-M-C ; the 
tarting point is now M, money for commodities, and 
then money or :1.- C-M. But the interval between 
Mand M may b very prolonged. It may be o unduly 
prolonged as to produce a money crisis, and w have 
here the root of tho e convulsions which aim at the 
very foundations of modern capitalism. Wear to-day 
nearer "uch a convulsion a may overthrow capitalism 
than we have ever been. The war has accelerate<1 
tremendously th productive force of industry on a 
basis of credit, while at th same time it bas intensified 
the already acute hortag of th gold re erv . In all 
countrie the total gold reserve do not repre ent a 
20th of the liabilities, and if a financial panic occurred 
in any one country it i difficult to ee how it could be 
prevented from becoming world-wide. This subject is 
elaborately dealt with by H rman Cahn in his tw 
books, Capital To-day and The Collapse of Capitali m, 
which every student would do well to study. 
The interval b tw en Money from its tarting point 
to its return being prolonged by credit, gives rise to a 
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creditor and d bitor class. o that in con idering the 
quantit of moo y nee sar to cir ulate commocliti 
at any giv n time we now hav to take into account the 
debt to be paid at that tim as well a th n w d bt to 
b incurr d. It i , of cour , impo sibl for anyon to 
know thi with any accuracy, and so the quantit of 
mone 1 necesi ary cannot be pr d t rmin d. But the 
foregoing will show th ab urclity of th claim that 
pric s are d tcrmined b h quantity of mone in 
circulation, wh n tb truth i th xact opposite, viz., 
that th quantity of mone in circula ion is detem1in d 
by the prices plu the other factors w hav named. 
Paradox of Paper Money.-Th for going formula, 
how v r, onl appli to a old cir ulation or a circula-
tion det rmin d by gold. If gold, as at present, i 
l ared from circulation and pap r takes its plac to 
an exc iv xt nt, th n tbi curious change tak 
place-th prices of c mmocliti s are now d tcnnined 
by the quantit of paper in irculation. W hav 
p inted out that onl a limited quantit of gold mon y 
can circulate for the distribution of commoditie . And 
if token and pap r are oal part!. introduced, that 
th wn of rnnn y requir d i. not xce ded, no change 
in this rule takes plac . Ev n if th whol of th 
curr ncy i paper and th ir i ue do not xc d th 
um of money r quired, then no chang tak plac . 
But from the mom nt thi limit i xceeded (and that 
i alway th cas with a pap r cu1Tcncy) then ev r 
note abov th limit depreciat th whole f th note ; 
- th if twice th amount of notes required were i ued 
ach not would only r pr sent half its value and· twice 
as much paper w uld be u ed a if a gold currency 
obtain d. 
Only a given quantity of gold can circulate t di -
tribute c mmoditi , but an unlimit d quantity of paper 
money can circulate. Consequently, when th quantit 
of mon y required in cir uJation i ce ded by th in-
troduction of paper money there is no change in value . 
If the quantity of money required in circulation i, 
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one million sovereigns, and two million pound note are 
introduced, then a commodity valued at £1 will require 
two !JOUnd notes in exchange for it : if another million 
notes are introduced then the £1 commodity requires 
three pound notes in exchange, and so on . There has 
been here no change in value: no change in the ocial 
labour required to produce commodities: what bas 
occurred is that the laws of currenc hav been violated 
and that prices have been forced to adapt themselves 
t value. In a paper currency of this description ( ucb 
a we have all over the world at pres nt) all the laws 
relating to the circulation of money appear to b quite 
reversed. Thus, " while gold circulates because it ha 
valu , paper has valu becaus it circulate ," and while 
in gold circulation the quantity of mone · required is 
det rmin d by th um of th prices of c mm diti' , 
in paper circulation of the kind we ar de cribing, it is 
quite the contrary and the prices of commodities appear 
to be determined by the quantity of exc sive notes in 
circulation. Governments may ea ily infl.at · the cur-
r ncy by printing pi ces of pap r , but they cannot alter 
the laws of valu , and one the pap r i introduced into 
circulation, the limit of th power of overnments is 
reached, and the circulation proces take it rcveng . 
If the social labour required to produc a £1 treasury 
not equalled the social labour r quired to produc a 
g Iden sov reign, then the not would have equal value 
with the overeign, but in that ca w hould ne er 
hav the p ctacl of th inflation of currency by pap r . 
Th basis of commodity cir· ulation is gold. The de-
mands of gold und r privat O\\TDer hip are in xorabl . 
Capitalism is trying t vad this demand by a paper 
currenc and a credit. ystem whose ba is i ever increas-
ingly paper. WL1il it i producing paper. it. i producing 
bankruptcy ; th approaching do m commodity 
circulation ; th overthrow of pd.vat own rship; and 
th end of th r ign of gold. 
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H \PTER l l. 
VALUE A.'\'D PR! E. 
TRE~IENDO · confusion pr ail regarding the diff r nee b tw en tb t m1s Valu and Price. It i not v ry ea ) clearly to explain th differ -
enre, and no pretence is made that in this cha.pt r chis 
will be exhaustin'ly don . )forx has been subjcc.t to 
an immense amounl of und ervecl criticism tor bis 
alleged f..iilure to explain this difference. It is said 
that bis third volum compl tely r ·fut s his first, when 
all that has happened is that hi critics have failed to 
understand hi method. 
Tu th orthodox e onomi t the world is tati ; the 
system of production which w . calJ capitalism i et rnal, 
it alway- btain d, it always will obtain ; his system of 
economi s i n tudy nf an industrial sy tern in r po 
his economic ateg:ories are at all times the same and 
have th . run re ult . Therefor if Marx, in hi study 
of the evolution of capitalism, at ne time peak of 
value and price almo t as if they were synonymou 
t nns, and Plsewher hows that the two enns ar 
necessarily very different, h is immediately 'd to 
have contradicted him elf. It has never occurr d to 
the criti that a scientific anal si of an volving 
system of produ tion i bound to portray th contra-
dictions of that evoluti n ; that cat gori and terms 
which have a certain meaning and application at an 
early and ·impl stage of production los or change tha t 
application in th more highly d v oped and com plex 
. tages of production ; and that , onsequent ly, the 
cientist who rigidly portrays or exposes th con-
t radictions, is not himself contradictory, but scientific. 
Of cour e, Ma rx wa always careful to point out in 
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Volume L that the a sumption that pric quailed value. 
while n cessary for that part of the analysi . would have 
to b very much qualified in Volume III. wL n the 
analysis would be comp! t . 
The general cone ption of th tudent of elementary 
conomics regarding valu and pric i- that rnlu 
the quantity of social labour embodi d in a commodity 
-receives i pric on th mark t , and that whi1 
upply and demand may defle t the pri ab ve r 
below it value, tho variations will b the only varia-
tions between valu and price. That c nc ptlon i .a 
very nece sary one for th fir t stag in th analysi , 
but when thi ha b en thoroughly gra pcd, it i th n 
pos ible to proc d, to conceiv th qualification thi 
elem ntary notion may need. Now if indu try was not 
in a con tant h1te of evolution thi elem ntary con-
ception would suffice for all requirem nt ; but then we 
should not have capitali m. and a sci nc of conomic 
would be superfluou . Tndu try in pr -capitali t da) 
wa , in compari on with our days, static. Ther was 
th ma ter artisan (wh him If w rk d), a journeyman, 
and perhap two apprentice . n incr a in the 
persomiel was strictly forbidden. Every arti n in a 
given craft or trade u eel exactly the sam t oJ , in the 
sam type of workshop. T b come rich, as we under-
stand the term, under hi y tern. wa impos ibl . 
Th re wa n c mp tition ; h utput wa fairl well 
known, and consequently upply and d mand were 
practically in quilibrium. Herc, then , value and pric 
would b synonymou term . The commodities would 
contain th social labour required and w uJd directly 
be exchang d f r conunoditi ntaining an equival ot 
amount of ocial labour, and th pri would not vary 
fr m value, ut wh n thi y tern wa ov rthrown , 
and · in tead of joume men (wh exp ct d to becom 
masters th m ve ) \ ag -labourer v.rithoul limitation 
of numbers could be employed, a chang comes ov r thi 
static scene. One ma ter, by the d velopment of work-
hop and increa in t 1 . i nabl d t emplo:i a larger 
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num er of wag -la urer than his neighb urs. The 
profit he makes on thi wage labour enables him t 
purchase a mor pow rful in trument of pr duction, 
which ma have been r cently in ented. By mean of 
this new means of production he makes still more profit, 
b cause not only ha he mor wage-labour to exploit, 
but, and this is of the ubnost importance for the under-
standing of our subject, his improved process of pro-
duction enables him (i".e., hi labouren;) to produce hi 
commodity with 1 lab ur than bi neigh urs. 
That i , l t u assume, by his n w process of production, 
twic a many comm dities could b produced in th 
same time, and with the same numb r of wag -labourers 
a his n ighbour . 'What i th re ult ? Th price of 
the commoditi let us call them boots---i d tennined 
b the valu or th social labour requir d to pr duce 
th m. But our manuiactur r ha been able to pr duce 
his boot at l ss than th cial labour requir d to pro-
duce boot at that time. Do she ell his boot cheaper? 
ot at fir t, p rbaps, but eventually be i compel! d 
to, as he ha a tock of boot in hand which th re is 
for p ople to bu . o h lowers hi 
price a little. Jot Y ry much but uffici nt to gradu-
ally n roach on th mark t of bi neighbours. His 
neighbour begin 1:o get alarm d, and th y make d p r-
ate effort to acquire th sam machinery of pr ducti n. 
P rhaps tw or mor combin to purcha e the n w 
machinery. Th pric of b t now goe a little lower, 
until all th makers f b ot ( xcept thos who become 
bankrupt and hav to seek mploym nt as wage-
labour rs) introduce th new proce , wh n th price 
fall , by th law of vaJu , to the new standard of ciall)• 
n cessar • labour, that is, in our exampl , to one haU th 
former pric . But immediate! thi p int i reach d-
perhap ven before-a newer and till mor powerful 
machin i in exi tence and the sam proces i on 
thr ugh again and again ad infinitum. We bav her 
th mechanism of tho huge productiv forces wbi h 
hav tran formed th world into a gigantic fact ry. 
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t any given moment industry in general, or any 
particular branch of industry we car to examine, is in 
this process of evolving from a lower to a higher stage 
of production. What do this mean? It means that 
in factory , the least productive machinery is in opera-
tion; in factory B the average productive machinery 
is in use ; while in factory C the very late t and most 
productiv machinery has just been introduced. That 
mean that in factory A the greatest amount of human 
labour in the industry i used per boot produced ; in 
fa~tory B le slab ur per boot i u ed than with , but 
stil more than i being u ed by factory C. Then in 
that case, in factory there is per boot greater value, 
or cial labour, than in factory B, and till more than 
in factorv . How doe this affect the connection 
between ·value nd price ? Marx says that value i 
d tcnnined by ocial la bour, and " the labour time 
socially necessary is that required to produce an article 
under the normal conditions of production, and with 
the average degr e of skill and intensit prevalent at the 
time." Price is born from value, and th price paid 
for boot in our exampl would app ar to be the price 
determin db the value of boots produ ed in factory B, 
which repre nt the average of th indu try. Th n if 
the price f all bo ts of a given quality is determined 
by the price of b ts from factory B, we hav this 
s erning contradiction, that the boots from factor· - , 
containing the greate t value, obtain only the pric of 
th le er value contain d in boots of factorv B : ' hile 
the boots from factory C, containing the ieast value, 
obtain th same price as the greatest value contained 
in boots of factory . But if we lo k at the matter 
from the point of view of the wh.1le industry then the 
total value till determines th price, because the exces-
sive value given out b i cancelled by the little v Jue 
given out b C. Th nuiations cancel each other. There 
is here no contradiction in the Marxian system. We 
see the law of value predominant, a serting itsdf in the 
midst of the ontradictions and oscillation of Capitalism 
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like" an over-riding law of nature." We saw from our 
example that while JJrice was not, for any given com-
modity, an adequate ex_1.1onent of value, yet the varia-
tion of price from value could only be explained by the 
law of value, and those very variations were caused by 
the law of value operating upon the con tautly evolving 
system of capitalism. The example given wa of one 
industry, but the same thing would btain if we took 
t\ o or three dozen d.iiierent industries at the same time, 
only we should have to explain it in a s mewhat 
different way. 
To summaris :- Value is caused by, or rather is 
another name for, the social labour embodied in commo-
dities. orial labour or value is t ot a thing ; it i an 
abstraction. Thi abstraction is made manile t wh n a 
commodity comes into the market and i exchanged 
for a certain um of money. 111e mon y repres nts 
social labour as well as the commodity it is exchanged 
for. We see the money and we give it the nam 
pounds, shillings and pence. The pound , shillings and 
pence we give for a commodit are its price, r the 
money name for its value. It is, so to speak, putting 
fiesh on to the abstraction, or rendering articulat the 
yearnings of the commodit · for expres ion. But, as 
often happens to uperior mortals, th language is not 
a correct interpretation of the e yearnings, b cause 
between our idea and th ir expr ion are oftentime 
many obstmcti ns. alue is and will remain th caus 
of price, supply and demand and th complex d ,. op-
m nt of capitalism notwithstanding. 
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CHAPTER VII~. 
CAPITAL, LABOUR-POWER, SURPLUS-VALUE. 
(The two followiog dialogues have been preserved in their 
on inal form for thi chapter.) 
MARGii AL BILL :- ou :\Iarxians appear to be a very uperior sort of people. The other day I heard one of you attempting to ridicule the 
good old definition of capital, viz., "Capital is that part 
of wealth d voted to the production of more wealth," 
and wantina to add on the words" with a view to profit." 
\: hat's the difference anyhow ? You urely agre that 
u b aa addition is unnecessar ? 
Marx1'rm cientist :- I certainly do not agr e. ince 
Darwin and Marx wrote, what you call the good old 
definition is ab urd. No economist who understood 
what evolu ion meant would accept a general d finition 
for a particular period. s Untermann has pointed out, 
our good "old definition" would make a monke a 
capitalist. 
J!f.B. :- I didn't come here to be insulted. I--
JJ . . :- Take a breath while I explain . Monkeys, 
so I am informed, u e a stone to crack nuts. Well, 
that stone i " wealth devoted to the production of 
more wealth." ccording to ou that stone is capital 
and the owner of capital is a capitalist. Hence a monkey 
is a capitalist. There is a legend that the only reason 
wh , a monkey will not talk is that he is afraid be will 
be put to work. In this- bis anxiety not to work-
you will agree that he resembles the modem capitalist. 
l ow don't look o foolish. Your mistake is due to your 
economics being pre-evolutionar . If it is a consola-
tion to y u, the same absurditie are common to those 
numerou philosophical and ethical systems that talk 
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of " pure reason," " eternal justice," and such antique 
relics. 
l\ff.B. :-Alright. If I have made a mistake show m 
why and don't adopt that superior attitude. 
M" .. :- Your complaint is also ancient and utopian. 
Listen. " Wealth devoted to the production of more 
wealth" (or means of production) ha exi ted throughout 
all form of society-savag ry, barbarism, communism, 
slavery, serfdom, and wagedom; but the specific char-
acter of that wealth bas constantly changed. Let u_ 
examine two period . Broadly speaking, modern 
capitalism, i.e., industrial capital, or:iginat din the 16th 
century. Prior to this the typical mode of production 
was fundamentall different from ours. Pr duction 
e>..isted mainly for local consumption (call d production 
for use). To-day production exists mainly f r exchange. 
Then, production was on a small seal , the faciliti s of 
communication and transp rt were unde eloped, and 
th produ er himself brought his go d , to what, for 
c nveni nc • w may call a market, to get in return th 
things n cessary to life. He sold in order to l>uy ; go d 
wer exchanged for goods, and mone wa practicall:i-· 
unkno' n. The demand was known, and over-pr duc-
tion could n l e..xi t. But now, under capitalism, 
production is on a large cale, a world-market obtain ; 
instead of good for goods, it i now money for mon y. 
The "produc r" do.- not produce. H (capitali t) 
invests his money, which i converted into capital for the 
purpose, not of ob ining n cessaries, but of obtaining 
surplus-value. He buys in order to sell. 11 tran ac-
tions are conducted by mone 1 or its repre entative. 
The demand is unknown. Over-production c n tantly 
occurs. . . . You ee the purposes or moti es of the 
u e of the means of production in the e two period ar 
different. The on is production for con umption only, 
the other is means of exploitation also. The craftsman 
of the ~fiddle ges had no wage-la ourer to exploit . 
His motive was to get a lhing. The motive of the 
capitali t is necessarily an incr ase in ·urplus-value. 
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Ile lives under a mode of production wherein revolution 
in machinery and constant ~rowth in the means of pro-
duction are laws of his eXJstence. The mode of pro-
duction of the Middle ges could go on for ever without 
growth and extension while the principle of production 
remained. The old craftsman made a tin can and 
exchanged it for a dozen eggs. He was no richer ; 
there was no increase in value. Hence you see the 
necessity o differentiate the means of production in 
these two periods. 
M.B. :-Hold on, you have contradicted yourself. 
You have been saying all along that exchange implies 
equality, haven't you? 
M.S. :-Yes, quite right. What of it? 
M.B. :- Well .you say that to-day production is for 
exchange, and in the same breath you say production 
is for profit or urplus-value. Ha I ha ! I've caught 
you this time ! 
J.1. . :-The two statements r quite c rrect. Pro-
duction i for exchange and exchange implies equality. 
But it is not by exchange that surplus-value arises. 
M.B. :- What are you aying? You are becoming 
involved (patting M.S. on the sh0tdder). Keep cool. or 
you'll make an ass of yourself. You see all money 
transactions are a result of exchange and profits cannot 
rome where there ·<; no monev. H nee it must come 
from exchange. Better own up, old boy. 
llf.S. l/eeling bumps of .\f.B.) :-Your penetration is 
remarkable. Let me clear one more cobweb from your 
thinking pparatus. On the mark t there are two 
orders of men- buyers and sellers. Every buyer must 
sooner or later become a seller, every seller must sooner 
or later become a buyer. ay the buyers have £50 and 
(supply and demand beinl! equal, an assumption all 
economists ha v to make) the sellers £50's worth of 
com.moditi . Ther can be no increase in value (and 
con equently no surplus-value) from an exchange 
bteween these people any more than from a " change of 
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a £5-note into overeign and sbillin ." Here I mu.t 
a wnc an exchange of equivalent . I am, however, 
prepared to admit that in practice exchang i not alway 
between cciuivalent . Let the ellers be privileged to 
. ell their £5 worth for £55 or £5 above their value. 
Aft r the sale the s 11 rs have to become buyers and now 
other sell rs come to them and sell again· £5 's worth 
for {55. What the sellers gained as sellers they lo t 
a buyers. and the same result would obtain if the buyer 
were privileged. The claim that urplus value is created 
by exchange is on a par with the famou legendary 
island where the inhabitant live<l by taking in each 
other' wa. hing. To quot l\Iarx (Capital, Vol. I., 
p. 141) : " The wn of values in circu lation cannot be-
augmented b ·any change in their distribution any more 
than the quantity of precious m tal in a country by a 
Jew selling a Queen nne's farthing for a guinea." 
M.B. :-J am getting quite giddy. Where on earth 
do profit, come from ? 
111. . :- Let m first stat the problem clearly, or you 
will g t more giddy. The Ricardian . hool failed 
mainly because it was unable to solve thi problem. 
It was claimed by Ricardo, and most of th las ic 
economists, that value was creat .d by labour. b ut 
the year 1 30 this theory was energetically attacked on 
the following grounds :- All commoditie are ex hanged 
at their values. If labour is the creator of value, then 
U1e \"alue of labour ought to be it product. Yet the 
value of lat ur (\ ages) is always I wer than its product. 
Hence the surplus does not arise from labour. 
M.B. :-Ah I I see. If exchange implies equalityr 
then wages are the value, fair, full, equivalent value for 
the work performed by labour. There is no getting 
over that. That's a clean knock-out. I'll write 
Marshall and get him to give up marginal utility, as 
there is a better weapon to kill the labour · theory of 
value. Good I very good I (beaming with joy). 
M.S. :-Well, that question did knock the Ricardians 
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out. It also killed th wenites, the disciples f 
Proudhon, and reduced Utopian economics to an ethical 
society which claimed that the value of labour ought to 
be the product of labour. But Marx entered the 
arena, an w red the question, and once for all, rescued 
Economic from Utopianism, and made it a science. 
M.B. (cyniGally smiling} :-L!'!t us have the details 01 
this wonderful exploit. 
M. . :- First of all he showed that the phrase " value 
of labour " was ridiculous. Labour is an activity that 
creates value. and can no more have value itself than 
gravitation can have weight, or pace have height or 
depth. To say the " value of labour " i like saying the 
value of value. You cannot measure a thing by its own 
self. Besides, when the worker goes to the capitalist 
he does not ell hi labour- that would be ab urd. He 
sells hie:. power to labour, or labour-power, a very different 
thing 
M.B. :-Bosh ! What' the difference between labour-
power and labour ? Your di Unctions are too fine. 
Don't glare at me I I repeat, what's the difference ? 
M . . :-The difference between a machine and the 
operations that machine perform ; between your 
stomach and digestion , betwe n my fi t and a difficulty 
of vision on your part should it and your eye come into 
violent contact. Now don't interrupt till I have finished 
my explanation. I was saying-the worker sells his 
labour-power (on credit till pay-day) to the capitalist 
at its full value. nd the value of this commodity, 
labour-power, is determined by the amount of socfal 
labour requfred to produce, and, of c urse, reproduce it, 
as is the ca e with every ot'her commodity. In other 
word , the cost of ubsi tence. But the capitalist 
having purchased this commodity ha the full use of it 
under the conditions of sale-say 12 hours per day. 
That is, having paid its exchange value, he possesses its 
use-value. on't forget that. It' important. Let u · 
illustrate the point. A man buys an onion in 1 0 and 
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another in 191 . He pays a different price on both 
occasions, but that doesn't interfere with his right to 
their full us.e, and whatev r benefit are de.rived from 
their con umption belongs to him. Now labour-power, 
like the onion, i a commoclity, and whoever buys it has 
the full b nefits of its consumption. But labour-power 
differs from very oth r commodity in one particular-
when set in operation it can create value. Let us say 
that the value of labour-power is mea ured by 4/- per 
day. Th day by law or agreement betwe n the com-
modity owne (workers and capitalists} is 12 hours. 
Labour-power put in operation creates in 6 hours (say) 
a valu qua! to 4/-. ay that the worker, having some 
knowledg of Economics, proposes to the capitalist that 
having now rendered an quivalent for his wages be 
lVill quit work. But the capitalist say : " Have I 
· not bought your Jabour-power for 12 hours at its fair 
value? What value you create in that time belong to 
me according to all the laws of fair and equal exchange." 
H sees that 12 hours' work are performed and himself 
pockets the difference between the exchange-value 
(wages) and the use-value (product) ; in other words, 
he pockets the value over and above the valu of labour-
power-surpl us-value. 
M.B. :- Ob ! . o that is your wonderful explanation, 
is it ? 
M . . :- Yes, that sol es the riddle of surplus-value. 
Just look over the question that seemed to please you 
so much just now and ou will perhap reconsider your 
decision to writ to Marshall. 
M.B. (bur ting forth itidignantly) :-Ah ! nd· to 
solve that difficulty you-you have reduced honest 
working men to the level of a tinking onion. 1-1--
M . . :- Hush ! You are criticizing capitalism. Be 
quiet, or if the authorities of your College hear you, you 
will be branded as a ociali t . 
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M.ANTJFACTURE TO ~fACHT OFAeTURE. 
M.B. :- You promised to show me the difference 
benveen profit and surplu -value. I thought they were 
the ame thing. but you farxian are uch sticklers for 
accurate definitions that I ~uppose ou will be able to 
make or create some philo ophical di bnction. 
M . . :-You remember the old Biblical legend a out 
the Tower of Babel? The Deity, by creating a con-
fu ion in the language of the people, broke down a 
civilizati n. \.Vhen one man a ked for a bar the other 
man would hit him with a brick (at h:ast that is what 
an American writer tells us). You will ee fr m this 
the nece ity of calling thing by their proper name . 
That precaution, I agree, most Marxians are particular 
about. But I deny their anxiety to "create philoso-
phical distinctions." The instance you refer to-th 
difference between profit and surplus- alu will show 
whether or n t it is academic nicety that !farx.ian 
strive for. The ordinary int rpretatlon of tbe word 
profit may be illustrated by the foll wing example:-
A ca italist invests £100 in industry. t the nd of a 
year the £100 become £105. Tl1e capitalist then rightly 
concludes that be has made £5 or 5 per cent. profit. 
But a Marxian comes along and he asks : How was that 
£100 invested ? He find on investigatifln that £95 
was spent on raw mat rial and machinery and £5 in 
wages (a highly-de eloped industry). H then sa . . to 
the capitali t : " The only commodity capable of 
creating value that you bought \ a the £5 ..,,·orth of 
living labour-power, a neither d ad machinery nor raw 
material can crea.t valu . Originally ynu pos d 
£100 in V e Jue, and now ou po s s £105 in value. You 
ther fore invest d £5 in value-creating commodities and 
now posses a surplu. -va lue of £5, or 100 per cent. 
surplus-value· ; the net result of th whole transaction 
being that there is £.5 in value more in the world than 
formerly." ow, is that an academic nicety, or an 
important and profoi:nd distinction ? V\ h rea the 
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profit is only 5 per cent., the surplu -value is 100 per 
cent. I that merely a nicety of expression ? 
M.B. :- That c rtalnly is important and interesting. 
I only wi h ou were always as lucid and convincing . 
• ow t your econd promi . When and how did 
labour-power I om a commodity? 
M . . :-In England the process was som thing like 
this. Early in the 14th century England was practi-
cally feudal. The people were engaged mainly in 
agricultur under feudal ondition • i.e., they had to 
r nd r so mar1y day ' l:i.bour to the feudal l rd. In the 
villages and town , production was on so mall a scale 
and the guild r guJations so binding, that no one wa 
allowed to employ mor than two or thre appr ntices. 
Wage-lab ur wa nvt dreamt f. Then arose the wool 
trade with th Keth rlands. It was more profitable to 
grow . he p than men ; henc during the next cntury 
the p asants and serfs were expropriated from the land 
and forced to crowd the towns. There they were, a 
large army of men, 'ritb no property of any kind except 
the wer locked up in their muscles and in their brains; 
(perhaps more in the former th::rn the latter). Before 
the e growing economic forces, the craft guild regulation 
crumbled to dust, and these expropriated workers sold 
their labour-powers for wages, since when there has b en, 
as your morning paper will tell you, a " Jabour market." 
M.B. :-But I thought you as ciat d capitalism 
with industry un a large scale, and surely a better line 
of demarcation is what i known as the Indu!'trial 
Revolution, which took place at the end of the l th 
century. 
M.S. :- h. ye ! that remark is characteristic of 
your ·chool of thought. You take the dramatic periods 
In history and d scribe them as r volutions, which for 
you seem more to be a matter 0f dates than of principles. 
Capitalism commenced in the 16th century, not because 
of any invention of machinery, but because of a different 
principl ia the organization of production. Your 
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works on the Industrial Revolution cover onl from 
1775, and are full of awe and wonder at the marvel of 
team, comparable to that of a school child going for 
the first time to the seaside. 
M.B. :-But sure! you don't belittle the marvellou 
re ults of the application of steam to machine!) ? 
M. . :-Certainly not ; but I object to th undue 
emphasis given to a factor that, after all, wa not the 
mo t important. A team engine wa constructed as 
early as the 2nd century a.c. But it could not b 
applied to production until the division of labour had 
revolutionized t]1 m d of production a to make it 
practicable. 
M.B. :-What do ou mean ? Th clivi ion f labour 
made the application of steam po ible ! Explain 
yours f. 
M . . :-The application of steam t machinery 
becomes pos ible onl when industry has passed from 
the old communism to handicraft, and then to manu-
facture. Th handicraft tage of production contain 
lernent of great permanence, and prevails largely in 
. ia to-day. But when conditions such as I have just 
described to you, which er ate a great army of wage-
labour, appear, it break down and gives way to manu-
facture. Her all the eparate handicraftsm n are 
united in one shop for th production of a wh 1 com-
modity, a in the case of a union f the separate handi-
craft men who e combined lab ur make a carriag ; 
or by the co-operati n of a numb r of artificers in ne 
shop, at first ngag in th production of, say, an die, 
and that developing into each parate proc b ing 
exclusive! p rfonn by on individual. whi b gradu-
ally ossifi into a systematic division of labrnr. Manu-
facture oon revolutionizes the tool of production when 
there i a growing anny f wag -labour c n tautly 
imp lling it n. - Darwin points out : " Kniv · that 
are adapted to cut all orts of things may, n tb \'hole. 
be of one shap ; hut an impl m nt d tined to be u d 
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exclusively in one way must have a different shape for 
every different use." \i\'hen this process goes on for 
a lengthy period, by the different shape of the instru-
ments, productioFI becomes so uniform that a simple 
combination of the tools makes a machine. Then the 
application of steam is possible, and, for the first time, 
economical. The di vision of labour has th effect of 
cheapening the commodity. There is no argument so 
powerful as cheapness for causing !OCial development. 
Once introduced it grow ever more rapidly, shattering 
every prejudice, however ancient, that stands in its 
way ; it is the " battering ram which breaks down 
Chinese walL " and fore a world market. fanu-
factur , then, n leads lo machinofacture, which i 
impossible without it. A Lassalle says: "For how 
could production, by mean of machinery. be pos ible 
under the system of guilds, by whi h the number of 
men and apprentices which a master might keep was 
fixed by law in ev ry lora lity ? Again, under this 
system of Guild , the different branches of an indu try 
wer marked off from one an ther in the most exact 
manner by law ... so that ... for hundreds of years 
the tailors who made clothe were engaged in bw ttits 
with the tailor who mended them, he mak ·rs of nails 
with the locksmiths, in order to fix the limits which 
s parat d their trades. . . . A tage bad thus been 
r ached at which production its If ... had brought into 
exi tence ... instrument of produ tion ... which would 
find no place or room fo r dev lopm nt in that sy. tern." 
You will sec. my friend , even from this rough outline 
the relative importan of h change , vast and 
fundam 'ntnl, which precedrd the Ind11!'trial Revolution. 
}.{.B. :- You have a t I ast aroused my interest , and 
I shall inve tigate the matter more closely; but while 
you were peaking a thought a.rose in my mind which 
I have many times wanted to put to you, namely, that 
the d velopment of machinery is not uniform or spon-
taneous, and therefore the proportion between the 
number of workers employed in one industry at differ nt 
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stages must vary. If that be so, then, since labour, 
according to you, alone creates value, there must be 
different values produced in the same industry, whereas 
we know that on the market there is only one price. 
Hence it seems to me that all commodities cannot be 
sold at their values, which is surely a contradiction of 
the whole Marxian theory ! 
M.S. :-The point you now raise is quite irrelevant 
to what we have been discussing, and I cannot go into 
the matter now. If you will raise the point later I will 
show you that, far from being a contradiction, it is a 
point that excellently displays the evolutionary char-
acter of Marxian Economics, in harmony with the 
evolutionary character of industry. But first of all we 
must understand the division of labour among capita-
lists themselves, and must know a little more of the 
proces of circulation. 
.. 
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CHAPTER IX. 
COMPETITION . 
WH Tis th mechanism, the process, by which value expr es it U in pric ? Most m dem orthodox economi t omm nee and nd their 
tudies of thi qu tion by an examination of price by 
it ell. They take the student to the mark l; th y show 
him th variations of supply and demand, and, gene.rally 
peaking, they go no furth r. ·upply and Demand are 
the gr 'tt oracles of orthod x e onomi s. You a ·k-
What causes Price? and they r el off tl1e glib formula : 
" If th upply of a commodity ex c ds the d mand for 
i t , then the price falls, but if the supply of the comm dity 
is less than th demand then th · price ri es." If you 
go further a.nd ask what d termines Pric when supply 
and demand are equal, they are either dumb or chatter 
omething about marginal utility. ·uµply and Demand r 
Whc t is upply and what is Dem:in<l? If a ton of coal 
is priced at £1, th n a ton of coal is a supply of coal, and 
, at 'th ame time a demand for £1, while £1 is a upply 
of gold and at the same time a demand for coal. But 
· while th coal m, y have it life on the market the gold 
ta s on and i · exchanged, p rhap . for a bu he! of 
wheat. lf th uµply of cm1 J i · mor' pl ntiful than 
t he supply of wheat, then the pric f coal may be Jo,~. 
but only becau e the price of wheat is high. To-morrow 
their roles may be rever~wd :i n<l wheat ma be low in 
price :rnd c ai high, o that their Ouctuati ns cancel 
ea h other. nd this will be no mere accid nt. For 
what will happen when th price of wheat is high? The 
capi tal wai ting to be invested will be attract d to the 
produ ti n of whea t, and away from the industries 
wher lh pric is low: the re. ult b ing that more wheat 
will be produced, nd so, to follow our economist, if the 
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supply increa es the price i lowered. ow these forces 
a re in constant operation over the whole field of in-
dustry. The capitalist want to get the highest profit : 
the c nsumer wants to get the lowest pric . Between 
these mutually opposing forces, and by their opposition, 
there is a constant tendency to produce an equilibrium. 
The capitalist may be ignorant of economics (he generally 
iii), but he 'knows his own bu ine s. He knows what it 
has cost him to place his commodities on the market 
and he reckons his profit from the difference in the price 
he secures for his commodity and what it has cost him 
to place it on the market. But if he is to make a high 
profit, which is th chief object of his existence, then he 
mu t make a larger profit than the capitali t with whom 
his cummodity is to be xchangcd. o that if one 
capitalist makes a high profit, it i ·clear that some other 
apitalist must have made a low profit. No capitalist 
lik ,; to make a low profit, so in this busines of profit-
making hP ha. to truggle \\'ith his fellow-capitali t 
and ab!;orb himself entirelv in his bu incss. Not 
mc>rcly must lw d.n thi to ol)t::iin high profits, but even 
to keep in existence as a cJ.pitalist. And this condition 
is not of his m tking. It is ' t condition a bnve and 
independent of his will. The life of the capitalist i 
pre-dctcnnined. '' Thus shalt U1ou do-or become" a 
wag-e-lal>uurer." The gn·:it weapons with which he may 
ddl'<l his competitor<; is the cheapness with which hf' 
an place hi · commoditie on the market, or the am unt 
of energy he can extr~tc t Crom his wage-laboun'rs in 
excess of his cc1mpctitnrs. By equipping his work 
wilh the most. highly - developed labour - saving 
machincr\', and by arranging the most vigorous super-
vhon 1;[ his workers, he mav for a tim achiev ' his 
ct ire. But no !;<inner hns !Je.;1chicved thi re ult than 
his ti\·als have adopted his method --or . up rior oncs-
and the truggl' begins again. To escape the grind he 
may join wit11 his compC'titors and try to form a mono-
poly. But as soon a th' · is secured another monopoly 
is formed o cumpetP with his monopoly. Competition 
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has only b en intensified on a larger scale. Then! is 
no escape. The productive forces of production, 
having been unleashed, compel with ever-increasing 
rapidity its full development. It is these forces con-
stantly pulling in opposite dir ctions which tend to 
-!?,roduce a momentary equality. If prices of commodi-
ties are too high, force are immediately set in operation 
t o increase lhc supply and so bring the pric down. If 
profits in c rtain branches of industry re too high, 
capital is attract d to that indu try, production is 
incr ased, prices fall, and profits follow. If prices of 
commodities arc too low forces are immediately set iR 
operation to decrease the supply and so increase th 
price. If profits are too low, capi tt1l flows Crom that 
industry, production is decrea d, prices rise, profits 
follow. Thus is the law of an average rate of profit 
brought about; thus does the law of value force the 
price of conunodities to confonn to th quantity of 
social labour required to produce them within the 
limitation of capitalism. 
Great care must be taken with the foregoing. For 
instance, it must not be assumed that low prices meai:i 
absolutely low profits. Low prices may indicate that 
a branch o[ industry may have very highly d veloped 
labour-saving machinery, and that relatively little value 
is embodied in the commodities. And cv n when tbe 
rnte of profit rnay have fallen the total quantity of 
profits to the capitalists may have increased. Thus a 
business in which only £1,000 is invested may return 
10 per cent, or £100, while a busines- in which £10,000 
is invested may only return 5 per cent, which would 
mean £5'10 in profits. Again, when we say " forces are 
set in pcration," we do not mean any conscious direct-
ing force. We mean that it is the nature of every 
capitalist lo seek his own interest, and that in doing so 
be brings about certain conditions with certain definite 
results. In a system of indu try such as capitalism the 
individual is puwerles : he sees only his imm diate 
task. The total effect of the action - of individual 
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capitalists may lead to very unpleasant results for the 
capitalist themselves, but even if they could foresee 
these results they would be powerless to prevent th m . 
But the system is such that they see nothing but their 
own immediate aim . A scientific analysis show that 
capitalism cannot last, because it is full of contradiction 
which lead to destinations destructiv the one of the 
other. To see trus a certain detachmen of mind is 
necessary, bu th capitalist, intent on getting rich quick, 
i_ unable to bring that detachm nt of mind to bear on 
the task. hrewd man that he is, he thinks that it is 
his cleverncs in selling at a price great r than his cost 
@f production that give him his profit, and that he 
draws down this profit from the market. If h were 
told that he is compelled to sell at the cost of production, 
and that his profit come not from the market but from 
his fact ry, and that by exploiting hi wag -labourers 
his profit came as a deduction from the cost of pro-
dm:tion ; if he were told this, he would not beli ve it, 
but unquestionably this is th fact, as we shall s elater 
on. 
The orthodox economi t, with his eyes on the higgling 
of the market, the shallow formula of upply and De-
mand on hi lips, and his mind going no de per than 
the purely psychological factor of utility, is in no better 
case. He has started at the wrong end of the vroblcm, 
and, onsequently, while the j!lroblem is wrongly put, 
there is no hope of a correct answer. Instead of looking 
at the evolution f production he is cone med with the 
will and de ire of th individual. 
The mechanism of the process by whicL value asserts 
itself and compels price is then through comp titian. 
But, it will be objected, that is very similar to what the 
orthodox economists have said. That is not the case. 
"fhe economists say that supply and demand causes 
price. V•le say value ... aus s rice, and that supply 
and demand, far from being the caus f price, are 
caused by the competitive movements in which value 
is causing price. What the economist s as th 
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accidental unknown caus of the markets, we s e as 
the inevitable movement of the law of value. Under-
neath th fluctuations of the higgling of the market 
the social labour embodied in commoditie is making 
its influence felt through its unconscious instrum nts. 
The law of gravity thus assert itself when a hou fall 
about our ears. 
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CHAPTER X . 
A CRITJCIS~I OF MR. J. R. MACDO ALD'S " SOCIALIS!lf 
AND SOCIETY." 
HA VJNG completed those outlines of some of the fundamentals of Marxian Economics, it is pro-po!iied to devote this and the two remaining 
chapters to a refutation of ome criticisms of ).farx. 
Mr. Macdonald's book is chosen because it has bad a 
fairly wide circulation in the Labour Movement. The 
reference to Marx are sometimes sympathetic, some-
times arrogant, but always irritably patronizing. They 
amount substantially to the claim that Marx was 
int Jlectual heir to Hegel ; was consequently pre-
Darwinian, and, ther for , as regards th laws of ocial 
change, non-scientific. However, let Mr. Macdonald 
speak for himself. 
But hi (Marx's) cooception of he method of social change 
mi led him as to how the Socialist forces were to act. 
Darwin bad to coalribule the work of l.Jis life lo human 
knowledge before ocialism cou ld be placed on a definitely 
scientific foundation (pp. 9 - 99). 
Change presented itself lo Marx, not as a process of 
functional adaptation, but as a result of conflicting econo-
mic interests seeking equilibrium. Henc to thi. day the 
rectaphysical and logical faults of the Hegdian dialectic 
are v1tiabng the t11eories and dogmas of one Socialist chool 
-the Marxian (pp. 101- 2). 
Biology alone w.w competent to give the clue tu lhe proper 
understanding of the process of evolution because it was !;he 
science which dealt with the moue of change followed by 
organisms, and biology was as yet but st·uttering its wondl!l'ful 
/ale• (p. 104) . 
But Hegel was no biologist . and Hegel, not Dar., in, was 
intcll('ctual fathe.- to Marx (p. lOI>). 
• (Italics mine.) 
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The place which Marx cupies is on tht: threshold o! 
scientific sociology but not altogether over it (p. l 9). 
Thu Macdonald on Marx I Before dealing with 
these statements. Jet us follow Mr. facdonald and see 
what Marx mis ed by unfortunately being- as it is 
alleged- pre-Darwinian. tarting with what h calls 
his " key idea " in his mind, '..\facdonald glances over the 
pages of hi tory. Jow, then, we are g ing to be initiated 
into the superior rites. The " key idea" i going to 
unlock the meth ds of ocial change. Marxian , 
attention ! Sir Oracle i going to speak I 
History ( ay~ ;\(r. i\facdonald , on p :l7) is a progression of 
social ·tages which have preceded and •ucccedcd each other 
like the unfolding of life from the amoeba to the mammal, 
nr from the bud to the fruit. To-day we are in the economic 
tage. Ye•terday we were in th political . tage. To-
morrow we sha!I be in the moral stag 
Without stopping to inquire a to how people lived 
before th re wa an cnnomic tage ; whether " yester-
day," when we were in the political tage, the people 
ate and drank politics, r whether they were clothed 
in that surely somewhat unsubstantial attire: but 
brushing this ·aside as a mere rhetorical flourish , we 
follow 1r. ;\Jacdonald tlm>ugh one of the " social 
stages." 
The next chapter (he proceeds p . 3 ) is marked by the 
organizati n of the mns~M into a political unity and their 
initiation into the right o ( citizenship. Tbe opportunity 
uf progr s throul(h thi · sccnnd ~tage comes first of all from 
the need of the central authority-the sovereign-to main-
tain its position against the k al and clan di~integrating 
forces, or against rival . overeigas. 
Then follow the r markably irrelevant interjection : 
This leads to thee tablishment of some mea ure of politi-
cal and economic freedom for the Pleb - in other words, a 
nerve connc:-.ion between th central nucleus and the sur-
rounding mass. 
ntice the biologic " key idea." 
\leanwhile the mas itself ceases to be amorphou and 
becomes d.ilfor<:ntiated into function , t.<!.. trades and 
cJa · es. 
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.t'assutg aside this obviou error-that an amorphous 
mass tsnapeless and undifferentiated) should have 
aireaoy be n differen tiated into sovereigns and clans, 
not to speak of Plebs, who already had ome measure of 
political and economic freedom- passing thi aside, it 
remams to ask of this " key idea "-How did this mass 
cease bemg amorphous and become differentiated into 
trades and classes ? But the only answer the " key 
idea " vouchsafes-an answer as sad and sorrowful as 
tihe one giv n by Poe's raven-is, "The c nomic tage 
is beginning ; the political one is fading away into the 
accomplished past" (p. 40). All thi , we presume, is 
biology "stuttering its wonderful tale." If o, w are 
at n with 1r. Ma donald a regards the stu ttering. 
It i a pity pace will n t allow us full t quote the 
next page (41), for it is chock-full of this wonderful 
stuttering, together with still more wonderful and 
irrelevant (to those who do not stutter) interjections 
about what is going to be. 
But, ho \'ever trong the., tern tation to go on ... vith 
Mr. ;\lacdonald, we mu t r ist it, as we have more 
important work to do. W have giYen an example of 
what Marx is alleged to have mis ed, and ven if it were 
true we d n t think larxian would hav great cau e 
to ref,.ti· t. \V mu t now, however, re pectfully- not to 
say mode Uy-point out the few omissions Macdonald 
has been guilty of ' rhile " stuttering bi wond rful tale." 
H has taken quite literally the view that ciety i a 
biological organi m. penc r had hown quit a re-
markable numb r of analogi b tween society and a 
biological organism and al o an equal number of differ-
enct . He had n ver claimed m r for this than some 
analogical resemblances, which he de ·crib d a a 
" parallelism of principles of components " which r fer 
only to structure. and not to laws of change of structure : 
but Mr. j\fadconald out- penccrs p ncer in this con-
nexi n. He insi t - though \vith ut pr of (as a matter 
of fa t , analogy is ufficient proof for him)- that ociety 
i actually and lit rally a biological organism (p. 32) ; 
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and, while ignoring om of the differences quoted by 
pencer , a tt mpts to bridge uver otben;. e.g., be states 
that the social orga ni m n cd n t ha ve an external 
form. and further makes the remarkable claim that 
society is consciou - not only o, but k enly self-
conscious. urcly thi i biology nm mad. \ e must, 
however, 1 ave Mr. :'lfadconald to fight this matter ut 
with eminent biological tudents like Pr f. Lester Ward; 
we a Marxians join issu with him when he sta tes that 
'Biology alone wa competent to give the clue . . . 
because it was the science which dealt wi th the modes 
of cha nge followed by organisms." Jf thi is true as 
applied t s ciety, then l\Ir. Macdonald ' riticism of 
farx is to som extent justifiable; but if it is not true 
then he must rcvi e his criticism in accordance with the 
facts. 
Let us in v stigate. If we examine th low t animal 
organi m, the amreba, we fi nd there are no structural 
differences. The or anism i tomach, body, and limbs, 
all a t the same time. Th v are unicellula r (one-celled) 
organisms, and there is no division of labour. The pro-
cess of nutri tion is the same throughout. If. however, 
w . examine more highly developed organism , ay bees, 
we fi nd a con iderable division of labour, and conse-
quently proportiona te differences in structure. Thus 
the queen bee is physiologically clifferent from the 
worker or the drone. These differences a re due to the 
division of labour. Each order of bee has a different 
function to perfo rm in bee economy. and the difference 
in function causes a difference in tructure. The " law 
of change" is biological, and Mr. :!\Ia donald's tatement 
is, so far, absolutely correct. 
Let us now, how ver, leave a nimal and come to human 
societie . Physiologically there are no differences here. 
Unlike bee ociety, the woma n worker is here physio-
logically identical with t he queen, and with a little 
training (on both sides) they might change places, and 
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society remain unhurt ; the human drone •-th idle 
rich- might (also with some training) change places 
with the human worker, and the change might be 
s.dvantageous. But is there no division of labour in 
human societies? Ob, yes; a much more complicated 
division of labour than in any animal society. But 
why are there no physiological differences ? What 
becomes of the biologic law of RlOdes of change? The 
reply should startle fr. Macdonald. It is this-The 
biological. law is arrested and has practi'.cally ceased tc 
operate in httmtm societies I Th . reason for this is quite 
simple, and was pointed out in the first chapter. When 
man invents a tool wherewith to unlock the store-
house of nature he interposes a barrier between bis 
bod and nature. In his food-getting, it is the tool 
that receiv the actual contact of mother earth, and as 
a consequence the extended division of labour causes 
clianges in the tool, i.e.. man makes the changes. 
Difference of function does not mean difference of 
physiological structure ; it only means difference of 
tools. The difference between a miner and a weaver is 
aot hown by any bodily difference, as in bees, but only 
by the different tool used by them. 
The change is no longer physical (biological) but tool-
con tru tional (economical). When man in society 
d velop new functions, he does not develop new 
structures (e .g., to increase his powers of vision he does 
not develop the muscles of his ye. but accomplishes his 
object by the invention of telescopes and microscopes; 
to develop his powe~ of lifting weight , it i not so much 
by attending gymnasiums as by inventing cranes; he 
a.cquires power to fly, not by developing wings, but by 
inventing machines; and so on). Thus, to paraphrase 
Mr. Macdonald, "the economical stag is beginning; 
the biological one is fading away into the accomplished 
• [ am quite aware of the poverty of the analogy between 
human and bee drone . as the function of the latter is of con-
siderable utility to bee society. 
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past." It is the relation of society to the tool that 
must now be studied. As the tool changes so does the 
form of society. This is the discovery of tbe "pre-
Darwinian " .Marx. It is the private ownership of the 
tool by a 'f w, and the ii b ence of ownership by others 
that causes class divisions-not a biologic but an 
economic category. As the tool d velops from the 
spear and pott ry to agriculture and manufacturiNg 
implement.. so does ociety merge from savagery and 
barbaiism through the vari us conomic stages of 
civiJization, viz., lave-ownership. Feudali m and 
Capitalism. By a tudy of the change of these tools 
(Economirs) Karl farx was able to describe the law of 
moft'on of society- without th aid of analogy. To 
arrive at thi result wa the work of forty years' study. 
To-day there is no on who occupies so commanding a 
position, so larg an audience in social ci n e. as I arl 
farx. Hi. analy is of the existing order of ociety was 
so succe sful as to pass the highest cicntific te t, viz., 
accurate prediction , and has won for him the admiration 
of most nf that great world-army who are engaged in 
preparing the way for ocial transformation. Of this 
man l\1r. Macdonald writes : " :Neither Marx nor Engels 
saw deep nough to discover the po sibilities of peace-
ful advance which lay hidd n beneath the surface. 
Their analogies(?) misied them " (pp. JO . 109). This 
from :-i1r. Macdonald- th superficial thinker who tries 
to con truct a social science by biological analogy I 
And now a word as to th charge that Marx was pre-
Darwinian. It is not true. l\Iarx knew Darwin's work 
well, so w-11 that he could combine it with his own work, 
as the following instance shows :-
The manufacturing period simpJjfies, improves, and mul-
tiplies the instrument~ of lahnur, by adapting them to the 
exclusi\·el 1• special function ~ o f ea h detail labourer. Darwin, 
in hi~ epoch-making work on the Origin of S1Jecies, remarks, 
";th reference to he natural org-nns of plants and animals: 
" So lo11g as one and the same organ ha different kinds of 
w<vk toJerlorm, a !(round for its changeability may possibl}' 
be foun in this, that natural selection pre. erve!I or sup-
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presses each s1J1all variation of fo rm less carefully than if 
that organ were rlcstined for o ne ~pecial purpose alone. 
(p. 33!l, Vol. I. , Capital ). 
It would be folly to b little he work of arwin , but 
surely Dan.vi n himself would obj ct to the use Mr. 
Macdonald mak s of him . ccording to him Darwinism 
is the universal ciencc-a knowledge of the origin and 
development of speci s is ufficient for the whole phil-
osophy of society ! He would ignore the thousands of 
years of ientific work of past inv tigators- they were 
pre-Darwinians. For him Herakleito , Ari totle, and 
H g I are ' dead dog . " A word al o on the charge 
that Marx wa intellectual heir to Hegel. pace will 
not al low uI adequa te treatment of this poin ; but we 
quote a grea t authority-Dietzgen. 
The t heory ot evolution wluch we will not say was solved , 
l.1ut was considerably s timulated a nd advanced by Legel. 
received before a ll " l the hands of Darwin, an exceedingly 
v:i.luah le application or specification in relati n to 7.0ology. 
')ti ll we m ust nol lose "igh1 nf the fal' t that the specifacation 
was of no great r value tlrn.n the generali7ation in which 
H egel excels · l he one 'a11nut he without the other. The 
na t ural ist combine> t he t w1 1, and no phi losopher who de-
ser'"es the name will fail tn do ~o either (Phituwpliica l 
E s11y, lnsep h Dietzgen , p :nu). 
To conclude. If Mr. facdonald can appreciate what 
Marx achiev d- •i.e., an an alysis of the exi ting order, 
th ' r by discovering the law of motion of oci ty- he 
will not need to t rust to superficial and- to himself-
dangerous analogies. Incidentally he wiLI find out why 
the woman worker is not-contrary to biologic law-
physiologically different from the queen, and, wha t i. 
infinitely more to the point, wiU understand the ac tual 
causes of the economic differenr o;; b tween them . He 
will not need to stand with his " key idea " " at t11e 
the threshold of Sociali t p<'culatinn ," he will be 
altogether over it. It is now ome hundreds of thousands 
of years since human societies arrested the law of bio-
logic growth. J et us be generouY-Mr. Ma donald's 
book is only a f ew ccnt?ries behind the times. 
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CHAPTER XI. 
ECONOMIC RENT. 
I orthodox Economics th treatment of economic rent rernajn , with light modifications (enfeebled and disgui d as " producer's surplus " by the 
tility school), just as Ricardo left it. We hall there-
fore summarize the Ricardian theory and afterwards 
summarize the Marxian contribution. This is all that 
can be done in a short chapter. 
Ricardo' s Theory.-" On the first settling of a country 
in which there i an abundance of rich and fertile land 
a very small proportion of which is required to b cul-
t ivated ... there will be no rent. It is unly ... 
because land i not unlimited in quantity and uniforrn 
in quality, and because in the progress of population, 
land f an inferi r quality, or les advantageously 
situated, is called into cultivation, that rent is ever paid 
for th use of it " (Principles, pp. 46, 47). There is only 
one price on the same market, o the produce of the 
least fertile land having to be sold, its price rules the 
market. , ay that on lh least fertile land £100 capital 
and labour (old style expr ssion) will produce 2 quarters 
of wheat, while the <"Im capital on the most fertile 
land produces 3 quarte of wheat. Th n the di.fferenc , 
1 quarter, will constitute-Rent. This will be paid to 
th landlord of the est land for the use " of the original 
and ind structible powers of the oil." o rent will be 
paid to Landlord o. 2 until land of the third be t quality 
is cultivated. which- a sumc-produc with £100 only 
1 quart r. Then Landurd :l:\o. 2 will get the price of 1 
quarter wheat a rent, while the rent of Landlord o. 1 
will rise to the price of 2 quarter . " With every step in 
the progr of population which shall oblige a count ry 
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to hav recours to land of a worse quality, to enable 
it to rai. e it upply of food , rent on all th mor fertile 
land \dll rise " (I bid, p. 47). In hon . th difference in 
the fertiJity of land consti tute- Rent. Th ame thing 
applic when additional apital is applied to the same 
piece of land. If £200 is applied to a pie e of land 
where fo1merly only £ 100 \'as applied, he returns to 
"Capita l and Labour" arc not twice as mu ·h. If £3 
i appli .d th ~ return i prop rtionately till les , etc. 
Thi i - called climini!>hing returns. The dfffcrcnc in 
the producti\•ity of the ev ral dose of capital al~ 
constitute Rent. Thus Ricardo! 
Marx's Tbeory.- Rent passes through four ucces ive 
stages, Labour-Ren , R nt in kind , Money-Ren t, and 
Capit<ilist Ground Rent. The first thre are merely 
modifications of each other, and indicat th t society 
i pai ing throu~h the ur essive stages of slavery and 
rfdom, and :'.Ioney-Rent indicates agricultural pro-
duction in capita li t society b fore it ha been converted 
to the form adapt d to the ruling mode of roduction. 
But Capitali t Ground Rent is di tinctly marked from 
ith r of its predeces ors, the difference being that in 
ach of thes earli r forms, rent was merely ~-urplus­
value (as inde d it mu t b ) wherea in Capitalist 
Ground Rent he rent is the surplu over and abc·1e 
the average rate of profit obtained in industrial produc-
tion . The problem to Marx was :- Where does this 
surplu come from ? Why thi difference between 
agriculture and industry ? Ricardo did not ould not 
- s c the problem, as to him there was only one form of 
rent viz .. Capitalist Ground Rent , which had always 
existed since the " first settling of a country." Marx 
thoroughly analyses the whole of this difficult problem, 
and fin~ , contrary to Ricardo' id a , tha t there ar two 
form of rent: (1) Differential Rent (the only kind 
known to Ricardo, which we have stated in the ummary 
of Ricardo' theory), and (2) Absolute Rent , which we 
shall explain, a fter criticizing the form of differential 
ren t expounded by Ricardo. ; ccording to Ricardo 
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cuJtivation pr ceeds Crom the most f rtil to the lea t 
fertile oi l ( e Ibid. p. 49). i\farx hows that this is un-
nece ary. antl gives histoiical example to the contrary. 
,rranting Ricardo'~ old-fashion d notion about the first 
" ettling of a country." then fertility may well be of 
not . o great importance as situation. The most ( rtile 
land may be so far away and t he means of ranspo rta-
tion so undevclnp d, that it would b more economical 
tu cuJtivat • th nearer though !es · fertil soil. gain, 
ince the time of agri ultuml chcmi try, fertility can 
to som extent be artificially ..i.cquired, and poorer soils 
thus become th most f rtile soils. But e\'en so, thi 
point, so far a we hav inquir d, is of littl importance, 
as a mi<;take of Ricardo, bccau e competition would 
soon readjust matters. 
But then xt st p of Ricardo' argument (showing the 
real imp rt<tncc of the critici m) goc on as follows :-
" The best land being first cultiva ted pays no rent until 
the second best land i cultivat d. when th difference 
i paid to Landlord No. 1. The next best land brings 
umd.lord .t\ 0 . 3 into th rent-re ·dving cat gory, and so 
on ad infimitmn. '' lI re, then. we ee the phenomenon 
of one hnd (th lea<>t fertile) pa~;ng no rent a t all. I 
this a ignal in tanc uf landlord's philanthropy? 
\ h ther r not, the ab urditv has remained in economic 
ciencc practic:i.lly without "qu tion. 1arx mentions 
the f w vse . whi h ha\' also b n seiz upon by 
some economi ts, wher thi trange state of affairs is 
possible :-(1) \\'hen the landlord becomes his own 
capitali!it and ultivates th land himself (i·.e., Jus 
labourer. do), and (2) where some part of the land do 
pay a r nt and other. Jo not, on account of diHerences in 
fertility in the same piece of land. But these examples 
are in ufficient to explain th difficulty. To do this a 
term mu t be u d which ha not previously been ex-
plained in the e Outline , and which can only now be 
briefly describ d. That term is th " Price of Pro-
duction." The i\farxian analysis concludes with the 
xplanation that commodities arc sold not at th ir 
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values (except in certain cases) but at their Prices of 
Production, that is, the cost to the capita list, plu5 the 
average rate of profit. 
Example.-Commodity to be produced take £ 0 
machinery and raw material, and £20 wage =£100 cost 
to the capitalist. The average r te of profit- assumed 
- is 15 per cent. Then on the average that commodity 
is sold on th mark t at £115. Asswne surplus-value 
is 100 per cent., then£ 0 machinery and raw materials+ 
£20 wages+£20 surplus-value=£120, o Vwue would 
be £120, while Price of Production (market price average) 
would be £115. Value is reduc d to Price o( Production 
through the equaliz:.ition b · comp tition of all the 
separate capital ngag din ucial production (oth rwise 
capitali t production could not cxi t). Now the Tise 
of Capitalism in indu">triaJ production found a great 
difficulty in trying to convert agriculture to it own 
methods. That diffi ulty was th pressur of the 
landlord. Tli pea ant or serf had alway paid his 
surplus produce to the landlord, who was not likely to 
forego hi. due. 
How to make the farm a factory and the farm r into 
a capitalist employing labourers and yet pay compensa-
tion to th landlord ? No apitalist would employ h'.s 
capital in agriculture unless he could recciv tie same 
average profit that he cou ld gc>t in industry. But 
Capital is the lord of produ tion and agriculture must 
become capitalist. The workers' mean of ubsistence 
comes largely from agri ultural products. It is there-
fore of paramount importan c that these products b 
cheapened so that wag can in consequen e be also 
cheapened, and therefore profits be in<'rcascd. The 
price to be paid for this is Capitalist Ground R nt. 
This takes place in the following way : The profit 
made on agricultural capital does not enter into the 
equalization of profits a i ' the case with industrial 
capital. In agriculture the proportion per £100 paid in 
wages may be considered to be larger than in industry. 
This means that urplus-value (w·hich is reckoned on 
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wages or vari11ble capital) is therefore greater. The 
capitali-t !armer xacts hi averag ra te of profit, but 
tb . ·urplus over this average, in. tead of entering into 
th general qualization of rofit, and so increasing the 
average rate. has to b ha nded over to the landlord. 
Thus the la ndlord levies his toll on capitalism, which 
was a t the bottom of th antagonism b tween Lloyd 
orge and Balfour over the 19 9 Budget. ( ee their 
spe ches.) 
Thi. an. wers the problem as regard the differential 
rent , and we can say mor full~' than Ricard could, 
that th ugh the dif-fer ntial rent is based on differences 
of fertility of oils. yet ren t is due t o the action of com-
p titian in ocia.l production. " Rent omcs from 
ciety not from soil ." But " ·e were considering the 
phenomenon of renU s land. What is the tate of 
affairs as r gards th worse land th so-called no-rent 
land ? This is th problem of bsolute a· distinct 
from Differential Rent. We have shown that the 
proportion per £100 paid in wage-; may be greater in 
agri ulturc than in indu try. This mean that the 
indi vidual Price of Production i lowrr to the capitalist 
farmer than it i" to the industrial capitalist. A ume, as 
before, agricultu ral product=£120 in value. Price of 
Production=£115. But Price of Production on same 
composition of Capital in indu tr i , say, £11 . So on 
the market the price is £11 . The difference, or £3, 
is paid to the landlord of the worst soil (absolute rent) 
and in ron equcnce is added to the diff rential rent of 
the more productive soils. WhjJe £2, i.e., the difference 
between the social price of production £11 , and the 
value of the commodity £120, enters into the general 
equalization proces ·• Thus there i no rentless land 
except in the imagination of orthodoxy, and in time 
• Whether this ··:! will or not enter into the general equali-
zation rl p nd-> 11p0n ~upply iincl demand . If rent equal!> excess 
of value m·er pril'f' of prortu tion nnt ii penny will enter into 
er1ualizati11n For a rull r r"<planatwn -;cc Capital. Yo!. 111. . 
p \ .~ 
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it will tand as one of th m st promin nt superstition 
evolved by a science that tries to crve th God of 
Science and the Mammon of Capitali m at the same 
time. 
This is only the barest of outline , and tho e who 
desire to enter more deeply into the marvellous analysis 
of Marx (one of his most exhaustive and elaborate) 
should consult the third Volume. 
The answer to the problem with which we started out 
bhen, is :- That urplus profit which becom rent has 
as its basis: (1) the different fertility of the soil acting 
on the equalized mark t pric through competition, and 
(2) the escape of th landlord from the qualization of 
profit to an averag rate on capital applied to hi land. 
This is the cause of rent and of the con qu nt antagon-
ism between landlord and capitaJist. and ought to make 
clear many of our pre nt political squabbles. As 
Marx admirably expres e it: " We can under tand 
such economi ts as Th lill, Cherbulliez, Hiliditch, and 
others, demanding that rent should be handed over to 
the tate to be used f r th remission of ta.."<ation. That 
i- only the frank expres ion of th<> hate which the 
i11dustrial capitali t f el for the landed proprietor, who 
appears to him as a useless incumhran e. a upcrfiuHy 
in th oth rn·is hannonious whole of hourg ois 
production ." 
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CHAPTER XII. 
THE "GREAT CO TRAOICTION" 
Note on Explanation of Terms Used.-(1) Compositio11 o 
apital.-Capital is divided into (or composed of), two main 
elements: (1) Accumulated past labour, i.e., machinery and 
raw material; and (2) living labour-power, i.e., wage capital. 
The proportion between these two is called the composition of 
capital. poken of in units of { 100. 
(2) Constanl Capital: abbreviated in the text to the letter 
" c. " That part of the £ 100 invested in machlne11 and raw 
material is called con~tant capital becau e its value does not 
change. If, say, it is £ 0 value before production commences, it 
will oaJy be £80's worth of tommodHy when it is sold. 
(3) Variable Capital: abbr viated in the text lo the letter 
" '"" That part of capital per (,100 invested in labour-power, 
i.e . wage , i. called variable, because, being value·creattng , it 
varies in vaJue before and after production . ff it is {20 ,·alue 
before production it may represent {40 when commodity is sold . 
( ~) Smplu<-1 altie : abbreviated in text to the letters ' ' v." The 
<liJforence between lbe value in use and the value in exchange of 
la hour-power. 
T HIS is our last chapter. It will have been seen that no systematic course has been adopted, the object being to break the ba k of the most 
controversial of the questions in current Marx-literature. 
hoald it result in some of our readers making a fuller 
im· tigation of this ubject from farx's own works, 
the writer will be quite satisfied. 
The " great contradiction " (as it is called) in the 
Marxian theory ha for its chief exponent Boehm-
Bawerk, the eminent Austrian apologetic economist. 
It hi tory is as follows :-Engels in his preface to the 
s cond volume of Capital , found it necessary to refute 
certain statements to the eff ct that Marx bad merely 
plagiarized R odbertus (a Prussian contemporary). In 
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order to demonstrate more clearly the impossibility of 
this he sets a problem to these people dealing with a 
ubject tha had only partly been entered into in Vol. I., 
and the expl nation of which was to appear in Vol. III., 
which could not be published for some months. Those 
months became ninC' years (188 94). In these nine 
ye, r- . say Bochm-Bawerk, there grew up a regular prize-
essay comp tition to olve this contradiction. " I con-
sider it," he goe on to say, "one of the most striking 
tributes which could be paid to Marx as a thinker that 
this challenge was taken up by so many persons, and in 
circles so mu ·h wider than the one to wh.i h it was 
chiefly directed. Not only the followers of Rodbertus, 
but men from i\'Iarx' own camp, and even economists 
who would probably have been called by Marx vulgar 
economist vied with each other in the attempt to 
penetrate into the probable nexus f Marx'· line f 
thought, which was still shrouded in mystery." The 
charge of plagiarism was dropped like a hot coal. The 
problem had done its work. What was the problem ? 
The Problem.- - ccording to the labour theory of 
value, it i only the living element-labour-power-
that can create value. Machinery, however productive 
it may be, is only the re ult Clf past labour, and can only 
transmit its own value to the product. It cannot 
increase that value. In the actual wor~d of productinn 
the proportion o! machinery and raw mat rial (past 
labour) to living labour power varies. Of £100 invested 
£90 may in one case be inv sted in machinery and raw 
material and only £LO in labour-pow r, while in another 
case £60 may be inve ted in the former and £40 in the 
latter. Obviou ly, then, in the case where £40 per £100 
is invested in labour-power more value wiU he repre-
sented in th product tJ1an would be the case where 
only £LO was so invested. Equally obvious does it 
appear that if these commodities are sold at their values 
estimated in labour the capitalist who invests £40 per 
£100 will secure a higher return on his money than the 
capitalist wl10 only invested (10 p r £100. And y t 
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everybody knows that a Carnegie whose capital c:onsists 
mainly of machinery does not get less return per unit 
of capital than a small millo\.\'Tier with old-fashioned 
machinery and much labour-power. What is more, it 
is a fact acknowledged by Marx (in fact, it is Marx who 
first analysed this fact), that there obtains an equal 
average rate of profit in all the pheres or production 
whatever the composition of the capital may be. The 
challenge of Engels is in the following words :-" If they 
(the Marx-critics) can show how an equal average rate 
of profit can and must com abou"t, not only without 
violation f the law of valu , but by m ans of it, I am 
""illing to discuss the matter further v.rith them." The 
third volume of Capi"tal appeared. and Engels critici es 
in th pr face the answers to the problem he set. No 
ne had olv d the question though a few had come 
near it. But Engel does not point out any definite 
passage wherein the solution is contained. B ehm-
Bawerk looks up the third volume and fails to find the 
solution. Given space, it w uld be very interesting 
to show why he failed, but this is not important, and 
must be put aside for s m other occasion. Failing 
t(I find the solution, Boehm-Bawerk writes a book in 
commemoration of an eminent Austrian prof ssor 
which is devoted to showing the impossibility of recon-
ciling what he calls the "great contradiction." The 
bMk is entitled (tragically enough) Tiu Close of the 
Marxicm ystem , wa published in English by Fisher 
nwin, and mav now b seen in the British Museum. 
A economic criticism, a novice c uld ea ily detect the 
surerficiality of this book . Neverthel ss· it is well 
·written, and in a very smart, spicy, and entertaining 
manner. It method is the reductio ad ahsurdttm. 
Here is a sample. Speaking f Marx'. s. stem of 
in-erages B.-B. says :-
A mayfty lives only a sin~le day , while an dephanl lives 
100 years. On the :'lfarxian plan we might say that in spite 
of these variations we can strike m1 average length of life 
of !)O year and l2 hours betw en them. For by as much 
time as the c.lcpha.nl lives longer than the fly, the fly Jives 
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les t han tbe elephant. The deviations from the average 
mutually cancel each o ther. 
Readers who do not know the " Marxian sy tern of 
averages" will b inclined to smile. and readers who 
do k11ow that sy t m will also be inclined to mile, Lat 
from rather different conceptions of where the hum ur 
appears. Bochm-Bawerk regards the :Marxian syst m 
a the aberration of a great mind, which aberration he 
i reluctantly ompelled to point out. After explaining 
the alleged c ntraclicti n he hows th impossibility f 
its olution. o precise i he in this that he reduces 
hi idea to the form of the following dilemma :-
Either prod ucts do actually exchange in the long run in 
proportion to the labour atlaching to them- in which case 
an equalization of he gains of ca.pita! is impossible; or 
there i an equalization of the gains of capital- in which 
ca.< e it is impossible that products should crmt.in ue to 
exchange in proportion to the labour attaching to them. 
Thu Bo hm-Bawerk publishe hi failure to olve the 
problem, and resta t it in a n apparently in oluble 
way. 
Marx St.ates the Problem. It may be of interest to 
know what Marx him elf says on thi point. Was he 
aware of thi contradiction ? Let us examine Capital , 
Vol. I. : " This law clearly contraclicts ail experien-e 
bas d on appearance. . . . Everyone knows that a 
cotton-spinner who, reckoning per entage on the whnle 
of his capital, employs much c. (machinery and r aw 
material) and little v. (labour-power) does not pocket 
less than a baker who employs much v. and little c. 
capital" (p. 293). "I shall show in Book III. . . . that 
variou rates of surplus-value may, under given condi-
tions , express themselves in a ingl rate of profit " 
(p. 533). " We hall see in Book III. that the ra te of 
profit is no my tery as soon as we know the laws of 
surplus-value" (not otherwi ). farx then was very 
well awar of this apparent Clmtradiction . It is said, 
however, that he constantly contraclicts in Vol. III . 
what he says in the first volum ' saying in the fir. t 
volume that commodities are always soUl. at their 
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labour-values and denying this in Vol. III. This is 
important enough to investigate, and bas a close bearing 
on Boehm-Bawerk 's dilemma. 
It requires a fully developed production of commodities 
befor6, from accumulated experience alone, the scientific 
conviction springs up, that all the different. kinds of private 
labour ... are constantly reduced to social labour .. . . 
And why ? Because in the mid t of all the accidental and 
ever-fluctuating exchange-relations between the products, 
the labour-time socially necessary for their production 
iorcibly asserts itseli like an over-riding law of nature. The 
law of gravity thus asserts it.sell when a house falls about 
our cars. The determination o( the magnitude of value by 
labour-time is therefore a secret bidden under the apparent 
fluctuation in the relative value of commoditie ' (Vol I., 
p. 46). We have ,in fact, assumed, that prices~value. 
W e shall, however, see in Book UI. that even in the case of 
average prices the assumption cannot be made in this very 
simple manner (Vol. I. , p. 203, F .) (See also pp. 576-7) . 
It can be seen from this that not Marx, but Boehm-
Bawerk. makes the erroneous statement that conuno-
dities, according to Marx, are sotd at their values. A 
diligent study f Vol. I. and IL will shO\ that in no 
place (except when he delib rately assumes it) does 
Marx say that commodities are sold at their value. 
What he has laid down, and that with the precision of 
a social law, is that the values of commodities are deter-
mined by labour-time socially n cessary to prod11ce 
them. But a has abundantly been shown in previous 
chapters that valu is not created in exchange but in 
proditction. Value i only realized b exchange. Be-
tween the production and consumption of commodities 
there obtains the sphere of circulation. Large numbers 
of capitalists are engaged in the unproductive work of 
circulation. What effect ha this on value ? Boehm-
Bawerk has never thought of this. What has he been 
doing 1? The first horn of his dilemma is sadly damaged. 
Let us look at it now. " Either products do exchange 
in the long run in proportion to the labour attaching to 
them- in which case an equalization of the gain of 
capital is impossible. . . . " ow if we substitute 
"commodities " for " products" and " social labour-
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time" for" labour," the first part may quite reasonably 
be wn i tent with th latter part. For if one com-
modity exceeds, and another falls h rt of. the social 
labour-time. there is no impossibility in thf> uniform 
a tion of the market equalizing the e differences. The 
process will be shown later. 
A Missing Link.- What Boehm-Bawerk fails to see is 
the differenc between production and cirrulation. He 
talks of th m as if they were one. He might with as 
much rea~on have said that if a certain material, to be 
put through a cru hing machine, were uneven, it would 
therefore be uneven aft r it had been crushed. f 
course it remains to be shown that the process of cir-
culation does unify the differences of production. This 
we ba ve now to do. In a world where there is no 
change, no movement, no accumulation B.-B. 's criti-
cism would be quite legitimate. But capitalist society, 
as has been hown, is composed in all its industries of 
different sphere of production. If not, there would be 
no big and little Jinns, there would be no competition, 
in hort, no capitalism. Capitalist society is main-
tained only by constant increasing revolution in all 
spheres. The forces of competition constantly sbout 
in the ear of the capitalist- " March ! March I March I 
Bigger and yet bigger machines; more division of 
labour; larg r annies in the industrial battle; con-
stant displacement and replacement of labour-power; 
Competition ! Competition I On ! On ! to your 
impending doom." But in any given sphere of produc-
tion immediately there is an improvement in machinery 
by any one capitalist , it i clear that the theory that 
comm ditics are sold at their values meets with a dis-
turbing force which will deflect the operation of that 
theory. New conditions obtain, hence new results 
necessarily follow. Let us consider a given industry, 
say that devoted to the production of hats. We should 
find the various capitals composed of different propor-
tions of machinery and raw material to labour-power. 
Thus obviously the values produced would vary. But 
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on the market the hats would be sold, not at various 
prices, but at the same price. What would that price 
be? According to Marx the price would be equal to 
the value of the commodity produced by the capital 
whose composition ( . and V.) would be equal to the 
average composition of the whole capital employed in 
that sphere of production. Assume that this would be 
a capital of 75c. +25v. ; assume also that the degree of 
exploitation or surplus-value in that industry would be 
100 per cent. The price would then be 75c.+25v.+ 
25sv. =£125. Here then commodities are sold at their 
values. But in all other capitals the commodities are 
obviously not sold at their values. But that does not 
make the theory f value untrue, as w hall soon see. 
Take a capital 'composed of 60c.+40v. (and surplus-
value being 100%)+4 v. The value produced would be 
£140. But on the market, as we have seen, only £125 is 
received. H nee £15 value is not accounted for. What 
becomes of it ? Let us see. Take now another capital 
composed of 90c.+10v.+10sv. Value produced=£ll0. 
But as we have seen value received=£125. Hence £15 
received and not produced. From where does it come? 
From capital composed of 60c.+40v.+40 v., which is 
called capital of lower than average composition. This 
pro ~ goes on all over industry ; " lower " capitals 
pr ducing greater value because the employ more 
lab ur-power hav to give up all over and above the 
average t " higher " capitals, and thus an equal average 
rate of profit (in our example-£25) is brought a bout. 
If this were not so, capitalism could not exi t ; 
" progress " could not take place, and we should have 
th state of societ in which Boehm-Bawerk's dilemma 
would be relevant. For why would capitalists employ 
more machinery (non-value-creating capital) and less 
labour-power (value-creating capital) if they could not 
get the average rate of profit ? 
The eventual re ult (as we have shown in previous 
chapters) of improvements in production is to produce 
more commodities (wealth) at the same value. But 
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does not this destroy the theory of value ? - o more 
than a daisy growing in a field, in apparent contradic-
tion to the theory of gravitation, does in reality contra-
dict that theory ! How do we measure the disturbance 
of value where commodities are not sold at their values? 
Only by the theory of value. The deviation coincides with 
the e.y,tent of the disturbance. The apparent " contra-
diction " is th strongest proof of the accuracy of the 
theory. Under capitalism, Marx's con tention is that 
value in the market is reduced to price of production, 
i.e., co t to the capitalist and' average profit, in our 
example, £152. But before the price of production can 
be explained value must be explained in its actual 
working. Vol. I., called Capitalist Production, where, 
as w · have seen, value does obtain in its purity, is, of 
course, devoted to an explanation of value in its purity. 
Vol. II., called Capitalist Circulation, is devoted to the 
disturbing effects of circulation. Vol. III. , called 
Capit,,1list Production as a Whole, is devoted to the opera-
tion u( produi;:tic n and circulation (" purity and dis-
turbanc , ") as it is in the a tual industrial world viewed 
as a whole. Only now Value is seen to be reduced to 
price of production. Thi is th rpethod of all science. 
~ewton first examines gravitation in it purity, a nd then 
only i-; in a position to explain and measure disturbances. 
Darwi~1 first examint!S selection in a pigeon-cote pro-
tected by the artifices of civilizati n. Then and then 
only i he in a position to go out into the world and 
examine -;election according to nature ""-ith all it dis-
turbances. o also with ~farx. But Boehm-Bawerk, 
still influenced by pre-evolutionary methods of 
reasoning, argues as though the world were static, just 
like ·ome of the old Greek choolmen. Compare, for 
ex,tmple, his dilemma which we quoted, with thi old 
Greek puzzle which was once considered good reasoning : 
" If a thing m ves it mu t move from where it is to 
where it i not. It cannot move fr m where it is b cause 
if it does it would not be where it is. It cannot move 
where it i not, becau e it i not th re." Yet things do 
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move. If the proportion between machinery and raw 
material and labour-power were the same in every 
sphere of production, then the theory of value as de-
rived from production would also apply exactly to the 
market. \Ve hould then have a static world, and 
Boehm-Bawerk might well become its greatest exponent . 
But then we should not have capitalism, and it is 
capita.ti m .Marx set out tu analyse, and so well has he 
done it that we have the whole system as a living 
picture, not in repose s an abstraction of political 
economy, but in all its animated reality, and its coarse, 
crude, contradictory, but defined evolution. farx 
points out and explains the contradictions. Boehm-
Bawerk ees one contradiction, after Engels points it 
out , and not understanding its xplanation, accuses 
Marxian economics of being contradictory, instead of, 
as is the fact, the capitalist system. 
What, then, becomes of he great contradictim1 ? 
nfortunately Ior :'llarx-critics there is no contradiction, 
great or otherwis , on lhis point in Marxian economics. 
It would be a contradiction had Marx said that equal 
amounts of capital with different proportion. of labour-
powcr produced equal surplus-value. But he said the 
oppo ite. It is 11ol a contradiction that equal capitals, 
whatever their compn ition, receive equal profits. But 
the difference between prod11ce and receive is not h.11own 
to our critic, or, being known, is ignored a a quibble. 
Whernas the difference between the two is that between 
productirm and circulation, and surely the veriest tyro 
will sec that that L Pf ome importance for a political 
economi t who desires a reputation for scientific method. 
A Poser for the Critic.- Suppose now, for a change, 
Boehrn-Bawerk were asked: "Sir, we have studied 
your criticism ililigcntly, and it seems that the only 
thing ·ou believe in is the average rate of profit. How, 
then, is this a verag rate of profit formed ? " ski.ng 
him for the bread uf knowledge he w uld in return, with 
a shake nf the he< d, give the tram-ticket of marginal 
utility. He could do no better than chant in discordant 
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chorus with his brethren :-" We are the professors of 
the science called ' dismal ' ; the highest aim of which 
is t o prove that it is not a science. There i nothing 
left to us but a marginal dose." 
TH E END. 
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